Listings Schedule TVO for December 1 - 31, 2007
NOTE: All times are Eastern; please adjust accordingly if you are in the central time zone.
CC: Closed Captions
R: Repeat broadcast
C: Children
C8+: Children 8 years and older

Date
Start time Program name
12/01/2007
5:00 Big Ideas
12/01/2007
6:00 Little Bear

G: General programming, suitable for all audiences
PG: Parental Guidance
14+: Viewers 14 years and older
18+: Adult Programming

Episode name

Description
With host Andrew Moodie.

A Kiss for Little Bear

CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
world.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC

12/01/2007

6:25 Cotoons

I Got the Beat

12/01/2007

Elliot Moose Animated
6:30 Shorts

Dragonhorse

12/01/2007
12/01/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:40 Siamese Cat
6:50 Woofy

Cats of a Different Class
Dogged by School

12/01/2007

6:55 Tigga and Togga

Scuba Song

12/01/2007

Gis le's Big Backyard
7:00 Show

It's Play Time

12/01/2007
12/01/2007
12/01/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
7:10 World
7:25 The Farm
7:25 Don't Sit Still

Snow Daze
Llama
Move Your Body 2

12/01/2007
12/01/2007

7:30 Dora the Explorer
7:55 Mighty Machines

To the Monkey Bars
Miniplow Dance

12/01/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/01/2007

12/01/2007

8:25 I Dare You
The Incredible Adventures
8:25 of Enviro Girl
Fridge and Freezer
Mama Mirabelle's Home
I Don't Like Spiders and
8:30 Movies
Snakes

12/01/2007

8:45 Corduroy Bear

12/01/2007

Wonderful Places

Cute as a Button

CC

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

Rating
(US or
CRTC)
C

C

C

C
C

C

Gis le and her puppet friends Sticks the squirrel and Jay the bluebird explore topics in
mathematics, science, language, personal and social development, and the arts.
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
CC
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC

C
C
E

C
C

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC

C

CC

E

CC
Corduroy Bear and his best friend Lisa inhabit a bustling, vibrant city landscape full of
diverse people. They also have a world of their own making, where soap flakes become a
snowstorm and an escalator turns into a mountain.
CC

C

C

C

Repeat
R

12/01/2007

8:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/01/2007
12/01/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:30 Word World

Arthur's First Sleepover/
Arthur's New Year's Eve
Waterlogged

12/01/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

The Foolish Magistrate's
Aching Tooth

12/01/2007

9:55 Tigga and Togga

The Rhythm of the Rake

12/01/2007
12/01/2007

10:00 Go, Diego, Go!
10:25 Mark's Moments

An Underwater Mystery
Christina

12/01/2007
12/01/2007

10:30 Zoboomafoo
10:55 The Woods

Creature Neighbours
Geese

12/01/2007

11:00 Lilly

Lilly and the Mystery of the
Mummy

12/01/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig

12/01/2007

The Adventures of
11:30 Paddington Bear

12/01/2007

11:55 Minuscule

12/01/2007

12:00 Babar

12/01/2007
12/01/2007

12:25 Tigga and Togga
12:30 Spellz

12/01/2007

12:45 Backyard Science

12/01/2007

13:00 Miss BG

12/01/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

12/01/2007

13:30 George Shrinks

12/01/2007

13:55 I Dare You

12/01/2007

14:00 Arthur

12/01/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

George's Friend
A Day to Remember/
Paddington in Spain/ A Most
Unusual Ceremony

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
CC
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC
Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC

A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
A Mosquito Day Afternoon
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Land of Happiness
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Mining Melody
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Aces Are Wild
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.
Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.
BG warns George not to treat Albert the way Brittany-Ann is treating her new poodle Ð
like a toy. But then George stops playing with Albert altogether. When Ouma volunteers
A Pet Is Not a Toy/ Night with to babysit BG and George, Gad worries that Ouma will show BG his embarrassing baby
Ouma
pictures.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
Nouning Around
helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
Can We Keep Him?
world.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Water and the Brain/ Arthur
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
the Unfunny
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
Fiesta la Vista, Baby
mathematical skills.
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12/01/2007

14:30 Horseland

12/01/2007

14:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/01/2007

15:00 SWAP-TV

12/01/2007

15:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/01/2007
12/01/2007

15:30 The Saddle Club
15:55 The Bodies

12/01/2007

16:00 Big Ideas

12/01/2007

17:00

12/01/2007

Allan Gregg in
18:00 Conversation

12/01/2007

18:30 Film 101

12/01/2007

19:00 National Geographic
Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies

12/01/2007

12/01/2007
12/01/2007

12/01/2007
12/01/2007
12/02/2007

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
21:35 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
22:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
23:35 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
0:05 Movies

Saturday Night at the
1:40 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
2:05 Movies : The Interviews

Bailey's New Friend

Four kids become best of friends as they learn about horsemanship in Horseland, a
special place where the horses and stable animals talk Ð at least to each other!

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
Canadian kids from different backgrounds switch lives for a few days, taking on each
Champion Ski Racer and
other's hobbies and chores. In the process they expand their knowledge and learn
Karate Master
something about the cultural and social diversity of Canada.
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
Naughty Noise
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Lisa, Carole and Stevie form the Saddle Club, vowing to remain horse crazy and to help
Saddle Club
others.
The Whole Grain Story
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Deepak Chopra uses stories from his latest book, Buddha: A Story of Enlightenment, to
Deepak Chopra: The Nature of illuminate the Buddhist philosophy of the connectedness of all things, incorporating
Human Consciousness
quantum physics, philosophy, spirituality, and humour.
Doug and Sandy Groves try to relocate a small group of elephants in Botswana to a new
A Herd of Their Own
location across the Okavango Reserve.
In The Brain That Changes Itself, psychiatrist Norman Doidge argues that the brain is a
living, plastic organ that can transform its structure and function even into old age, giving
hope to those with "incurable" brain damage and expanding our understanding of the
Norman Doidge
healthy brain.
Writer-director Preston Sturges is credited with taking the screwball comedy to its highest
level. The Lady Eve (1941) with Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda and Hail the
Conquering Hero (1944) are two great examples. Actors Eddie Bracken, Lionel Stander,
Joel McCrea and biographer James Curtis help illustrate the significance of Sturges's life
Preston Sturges
and work on early comic cinema.
The last of the darkness fades and the new day starts. It is Africa at its finest hour. The
buffalo herd emerges from the darkness and filters down to the water. The golden heads
appear from the palm islands like curious onlookers, but they are not. These lions know
Relentless Enemies
what they are doing.
Theme: The Mad Genius of
Peter Sellers
The world is on the brink of annihilation, thanks to a U.S. general's paranoia. With Peter
Dr. Strangelove or: How I
Sellers in three marvellous roles - the American president, an RAF officer and a lunatic
Learned to Stop Worrying and inventor. Also starring Sterling Hayden, Slim Pickens, Keenan Wynn, and Jack Creley.
Love the Bomb (1964)
Directed by Stanley Kubrick from a script by Terry Southern.

The Party (1968)

The Lady Eve (1941)

Preston Sturges

The vast and varied comedy styles of Peter Sellers.
A bumbling Indian actor (Peter Sellers) attends an elegant Hollywood party Ð with the
best of intentions. With Claudine Longet, Marge Champion, Denny Miller, and Gavin
Macleod. Directed by Blake Edwards.
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The vast and varied comedy styles of Peter Sellers.
Con artist Barbara Stanwyck sets her eyes on wealthy snake expert and easy mark Henry
Fonda. Directed by laugh master Preston Sturges.
CC
Writer-director Preston Sturges is credited with taking the screwball comedy to its highest
level. The Lady Eve (1941) with Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda and Hail the
Conquering Hero (1944) are two great examples. Actors Eddie Bracken, Lionel Stander,
Joel McCrea and biographer James Curtis help illustrate the significance of Sturges's life
and work on early comic cinema.
CC
The vast and varied comedy styles of Peter Sellers.

E

PG
R
PG

R

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

Saturday Night at the
2:30 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
2:55 Movies : The Interviews

Saturday Night at the
3:20 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
3:45 Movies : The Interviews

Preston Sturges

Writer-director Preston Sturges is credited with taking the screwball comedy to its highest
level. The Lady Eve (1941) with Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda and Hail the
Conquering Hero (1944) are two great examples. Actors Eddie Bracken, Lionel Stander,
Joel McCrea and biographer James Curtis help illustrate the significance of Sturges's life
and work on early comic cinema.
CC

Preston Sturges

The vast and varied comedy styles of Peter Sellers.
Writer-director Preston Sturges is credited with taking the screwball comedy to its highest
level. The Lady Eve (1941) with Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda and Hail the
Conquering Hero (1944) are two great examples. Actors Eddie Bracken, Lionel Stander,
Joel McCrea and biographer James Curtis help illustrate the significance of Sturges's life
and work on early comic cinema.
CC

Preston Sturges

The vast and varied comedy styles of Peter Sellers.
Writer-director Preston Sturges is credited with taking the screwball comedy to its highest
level. The Lady Eve (1941) with Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda and Hail the
Conquering Hero (1944) are two great examples. Actors Eddie Bracken, Lionel Stander,
Joel McCrea and biographer James Curtis help illustrate the significance of Sturges's life
and work on early comic cinema.
CC

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

Saturday Night at the
4:10 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
4:35 Movies : The Interviews
5:00 Big Ideas

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

6:00 Polka Dot Shorts
6:10 Little Bear

Fun in the Sun
Happy Anniversary

12/02/2007

6:20 Grandpa's Garden

Ready for Winter

12/02/2007

6:25 Elliot Moose

12/02/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
6:50 World

12/02/2007

The vast and varied comedy styles of Peter Sellers.
With host Andrew Moodie.
Marigold asks Polkaroo and Dumpty to help her take a photo for a "Fun in the Sun"
contest. In the process, they discover that taking pictures can be tricky, and that winning
isn't everything.

CC
CC

Peep's Colour Quest

The Totally Terrific Talent
Show

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.

7:00 Mustard Pancakes
7:30 Tommy Zoom
7:40 ToddWorld

12/02/2007

8:00 Bob the Builder

Come over to My Place
Wendy's Big Night/ Rocking
Roley/ Ballroom Bob/ Square
Dance Spud

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

8:20 Tigga and Togga
8:25 Art Alive

Dueling Sundaes
Paper Dolls

12/02/2007

8:30 Zoboomafoo

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:25 The Bodies

Crocodilian
Buster's Breathless/ Fright
Stuff
Unhappy Birthday

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Children demonstrate arts and crafts projects that come to life.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.

R

R
R

R
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Children play, do chores and learn about plants and animals, the weather and other
fascinating subjects in their grandfather's growing garden.
CC
Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
world.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC

12/02/2007
12/02/2007
12/02/2007
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12/02/2007

9:30 The Upside Down Show

12/02/2007

9:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

10:00 Charlie and Lola
10:10 Don't Sit Still

12/02/2007

10:15 Bali

12/02/2007

10:30 Timothy Goes to School

Walking on the ceiling? No problem. Going backwards in slow motion? A cinch. From
their fantastical living room with more doors than walls. Shane and Dave hand an
imaginary remote control to kids at home so they can "control" the duo's motions,
exercisIng kids' imaginations and teaching them concepts such as horizontal and vertical,
Camping
humongous and minute.
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Chick
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Charlie and Lola are brother and sister. This fun-filled animated series tells how they
I Am Extremely Magic
handle the little issues that young children encounter every day.
Move Your Body 2
CC
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
Splish, Splash! I'm Swimming friends.
CC
Taking The Plunge/ Timothy's An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Way
Kindergarten.
CC

12/02/2007

The League of Super
10:55 Citizens

Fairness

12/02/2007

11:00 Babar

Land of Toys

12/02/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig
Mama Mirabelle's Home
11:30 Movies

Secrets

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

11:40 Minuscule

12/02/2007

11:50 The Koala Brothers

12/02/2007

12:00 Word Girl

12/02/2007
12/02/2007
12/02/2007

12:25 TD Reading Rangers
12:30 A World of Wonders
12:45 Bottle Top Bill

All Creatures Great and Small

12:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/02/2007

13:00 Miss BG

The Pants/ BG's Mysterious
Past

12/02/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

Capital Letter Rag

12/02/2007

13:30 George Shrinks
George Unshrinks
The Incredible Adventures
13:55 of Enviro Girl
Drip Dry

12/02/2007

14:00 Lilly

Lilly and King Arthur

G
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E
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E
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A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
Mad Fly
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
From their isolated homestead in the Australian outback, the Koala brothers fly out on
George Goes Faster
daily patrol in their aeroplane, looking for anyone in need of help.
You Can't Crush City Hall/ TwoBrain Highway
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
Telegram Sue
helping hand.
Queen of the Nile
A Good Hair Day

12/02/2007

12/02/2007

There's an emergency downtown and the quickest way to get there is by Jet Car. So why
does Atomic Guy always get to drive? Sure he got the highest score of any Super Citizen
during driver training. But wouldn't it be fair to let someone else have a turn? Professor
Atlas, in a rare moment of vulnerability, thinks it's time someone let him take the wheel!
CC
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC

C

C
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Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC

C

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.

12/02/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

12/02/2007
12/02/2007

The Adventures of
14:30 Paddington Bear
14:55 The Bodies

12/02/2007

15:00 Fun Food Frenzy

12/02/2007

15:30 CG Kids

12/02/2007

15:55 TD Reading Rangers

12/02/2007

16:00 Big Ideas

12/02/2007

17:00

Chomp-etition
Paddington and the Stately
Home/ The Opal of My
Eye/Too Much Off
Chocoholics

The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.

CC

This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
This cooking show for kids features foods kids love to eat and will love even more to
Under the Sea
make. Safety and health are ingredients in every recipe.
CC
Discover Canada with Jennifer Raciot and Jamie Shannon. Each program includes
"Triviology," in which the hosts pose a question to viewers about the area they are
visiting; "Jay's Gee! Ology," which provides interesting facts about the environment and
Whitehorse: A City Built by
landscape of the featured area; and "Fantastic Fact," giving one interesting fact that
Gold
makes the region unique.
CC
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
Big Trouble in Happy Cactus helping hand.
CC
Deepak Chopra uses stories from his latest book, Buddha: A Story of Enlightenment, to
Deepak Chopra: The Nature of illuminate the Buddhist philosophy of the connectedness of all things, incorporating
Human Consciousness
quantum physics, philosophy, spirituality, and humour.
The last of the darkness fades and the new day starts. It is Africa at its finest hour. The
buffalo herd emerges from the darkness and filters down to the water. The golden heads
appear from the palm islands like curious onlookers, but they are not. These lions know
Relentless Enemies
what they are doing.
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Did you know that you live in a "suburb" of the Milky Way Galaxy, our city of stars? The
Milky Way is a stellar metropolis complete with downtown core, suburbs, and city limits,
Where's Our Place in Space? and there are more stars in our galaxy than grains of sand on a beach.
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E
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14+
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12/02/2007
12/02/2007

18:00 Heads Up!
18:30 Reach for the Top

12/02/2007

19:00

Amazing Planet: Destructive
Forces

12/02/2007

20:00

No Place Called Home

12/02/2007

21:00

Belonging

12/02/2007

22:30 The View From Here

Through These Eyes

12/02/2007

Allan Gregg in
23:30 Conversation

Norman Doidge

12/03/2007

0:00 Human Edge

9 Star Hotel

12/03/2007

1:00 Masterworks

Remembering Arthur

12/03/2007

Allan Gregg in
2:00 Conversation

Norman Doidge

Water, ice and wind have carved Niagara Falls and the Grand Canyon, singing sand
dunes in vast deserts and the eerie wonder of deep cave systems.
Following the Rice family over the course of a year as they move from town to town in
Southern Ontario searching for safe and affordable housing.
When her husband Jacob falls for a younger woman, Jess Copplestone is left to look
after his elderly relatives Ð and to make a new life for herself. Based on the novel by
Stevie Davies.
Man: A Course of Study, an American grade school program in the 1960s, looked to the
Inuit of the Canadian Arctic to help American students see their own society in a new
way. Director Charles Laird examines the controversy around it
In The Brain That Changes Itself, psychiatrist Norman Doidge argues that the brain is a
living, plastic organ that can transform its structure and function even into old age, giving
hope to those with "incurable" brain damage and expanding our understanding of the
healthy brain.

Israeli filmmaker Ido Haar gains the trust of Ahmet and Muhammed, illegal Palestinian
labourers who build luxury housing for Israelis by day and flee from police, risking their
lives to cross highways to the wild hills where they sleep in makeshift tents in the forest by
night. In their "9 star hotel," they share food, bond and grow from boys into men.
CC
Filmmaker Arthur Lipsett juxtaposed sounds and images taken from footage discarded by
other NFB directors and material he shot and recorded himself. He forced the viewer to
experience film not solely as entertainment but as a way of interrogating the world. His
friend Martin Lavut explores Lipsett's creative genius and influence on the world of
filmmaking before his tragic suicide in 1986.
CC
In The Brain That Changes Itself, psychiatrist Norman Doidge argues that the brain is a
living, plastic organ that can transform its structure and function even into old age, giving
hope to those with "incurable" brain damage and expanding our understanding of the
healthy brain.
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12/03/2007

2:30 Film 101

Preston Sturges

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

Belonging

12/03/2007

3:00
4:30 Reach for the Top
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Sagwa's Swan Song
O Canada

12/03/2007

6:20 Cotoons

I Got the Beat

12/03/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Icy Letter I

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
The Big Backyard Book
6:45 Club

12/03/2007
12/03/2007
12/03/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

12/03/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

Charles the Athlete

The Chips Are Down/
Revenge of the Chip
One Hat Fits All
Squeaky Scratchy Secret
New Best Friend

12/03/2007

8:00 Hi-5

Making Nature

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/03/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Camouflage King

12/03/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Clock Doctors

12/03/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

What Happens Next

12/03/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Musical Instruments

12/03/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want My Dummy

12/03/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Catsitter

12/03/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Insect

Writer-director Preston Sturges is credited with taking the screwball comedy to its highest
level. The Lady Eve (1941) with Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda and Hail the
Conquering Hero (1944) are two great examples. Actors Eddie Bracken, Lionel Stander,
Joel McCrea and biographer James Curtis help illustrate the significance of Sturges's life
and work on early comic cinema.
CC
When her husband Jacob falls for a younger woman, Jess Copplestone is left to look
after his elderly relatives Ð and to make a new life for herself. Based on the novel by
Stevie Davies.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
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12/03/2007
12/03/2007
12/03/2007
12/03/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/03/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/03/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

There's No Place like Home/
Flipping Newton

12/03/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Bicycle Built for Two

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

Laurie's Big Song

Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

C

Number 4

Karate kids introduce the wonderful number four.

C

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

Brain Power
Chipmunk

The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.

Eyes, Ears, Nose and Trunks
Rocket to the Moon

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/03/2007

12:30 Arthur

Pilchard Steals the Show/
Pilchard Has a Ball/ Scruffy's
Big Dig/ Scruffy's Bathtime
At the Quarry
How the Cookie Crumbles/
Sue Ellen's Little Sister

12/03/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Dogsledding

12/03/2007

The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

One Bear's Treasure/ A Bear
of Style/ A Night at the Opera

12/03/2007

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Smell

12/03/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

Read Me a Story

12/03/2007

Rupert's Undersea Adventure

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Copy Dog
Duck

12/03/2007

14:30 Bali

My Papili's Garden

12/03/2007

14:45 Cotoons
The Big Backyard Book
14:50 Club

The Snowman Show

12/03/2007

Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
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12/03/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/03/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/03/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/03/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/03/2007

15:45 Little Princess

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
The Perils of Peep and Chirp/ newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Hoop Tricks
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Emily's New Coaches
very own branch line.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Forever Friends
Kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Don't Want to Share
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

There's an Ant in Every Giant
Yoghurt Mania

12/03/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/03/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Sticky Stones
Teacher's Pet/ Islander of the
Year

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Tiger
Dinosaur Lore

12/03/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/03/2007

17:30 Arthur

Monkey Thief
D.W. Aims High/ Flaw and
Order

12/03/2007
12/03/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!
18:00 Fetch! with Ruff Ruffman

12/03/2007

18:30 George Shrinks

Monster Mash

12/03/2007

Skipsea, East Yorkshire

12/03/2007

19:00 Time Team
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/03/2007

21:00 Midsomer Murders

The Fisher King 2 of 2

12/03/2007

22:00 Monarchy
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

Cromwell: The King Killer

12/03/2007
12/04/2007

0:00 Midsomer Murders

The Fisher King 2 of 2

12/04/2007

1:00 Monarchy

Cromwell: The King Killer

This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.

CC

G

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C
C

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

CC
CC

C
C

Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

E

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
CC
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
CC
Frances Davies's farm was the only dry area in a wetland that was used by Neolithic
people as far back as 4000 BCE. Remains are sparse because they were huntergatherers, not settlers.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Barnaby and Scott's investigation stirs up a maze of twisted relationships, professional
jealousies and lies festering within the picturesque village community.
CC
Oliver Cromwell and the New Model Army decided on a course of action that no one
before had thought possible: putting the king on trial for his life. How had this come about,
and what kind of future lay in store for a country that had decided it had no need of the
monarchy at all?
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Barnaby and Scott's investigation stirs up a maze of twisted relationships, professional
jealousies and lies festering within the picturesque village community.
CC
Oliver Cromwell and the New Model Army decided on a course of action that no one
before had thought possible: putting the king on trial for his life. How had this come about,
and what kind of future lay in store for a country that had decided it had no need of the
monarchy at all?
CC
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12/04/2007
12/04/2007

Skipsea, East Yorkshire

12/04/2007

2:00 Time Team
3:00 Question Period
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/04/2007
12/04/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

The Foolish Magistrate's
Aching Tooth
O Canada

12/04/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Soap

12/04/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Jumping Letter J

12/04/2007
12/04/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/04/2007
12/04/2007
12/04/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

Mama, Don't Go
Labrador Retrieval
Arthur Weighs In/ The Law of
the Jungle Gym
Happy Birthday Dog
Pool Monster

12/04/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Girlfriend

12/04/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/04/2007
12/04/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/04/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Follow That Lobster!

12/04/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Hoedown Slowdown

12/04/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Rescue, Rescue, Rescue

12/04/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Frogs and Worms and
Butterflies

12/04/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want to Whistle

12/04/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Shei-Hu's Secret

12/04/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Jaguar

12/04/2007
12/04/2007
12/04/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies

Work of Art

Snake Bellies
Cougar
Kings and Queens of the
Savannah

Frances Davies's farm was the only dry area in a wetland that was used by Neolithic
people as far back as 4000 BCE. Remains are sparse because they were huntergatherers, not settlers.

CC

Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
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The Mystery of the
Disappearing Pie

12/04/2007

10:45 Word World

12/04/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/04/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/04/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/04/2007
12/04/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/04/2007
12/04/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/04/2007

12:30 Arthur

CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Flight Program/ Mirror, Mirror, newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
in the Dump
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Leaky Pipe Band
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
The Great Jaguar Rescue
beyond.
CC
Near/Far
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.
Bob's Auntie/ Bob's Spring
Cleaning/ Wendy's Surprise
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Party/ Wendy's Bright Plan
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
In the Harbour
The thrill of machines and how they work.
Buster's Back/ The Ballad of
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Buster
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/04/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Maple Syrup

12/04/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

Lost and Found Art

12/04/2007
12/04/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

The Gift
Welcome to the Jungle

12/04/2007
12/04/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Mr.D's Lucky Day
Rabbit

12/04/2007

14:30 Bali

A Present for Nana

12/04/2007

14:45 Cotoons

12/04/2007

14:50 Little Bear

Egg Hunt
A Kiss for Little Bear 2: The
Kiss

12/04/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/04/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/04/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/04/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/04/2007

15:45 Little Princess

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Save It for Later/ The Red Ball newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Moon
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Percy Gets It Right
very own branch line.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Taking the Plunge
Kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Don't Like Worms
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
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12/04/2007

16:00 The Wonder Pets

12/04/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

Trash Bash

12/04/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/04/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Shankley Ahoy
Clifford's Big Surprise/ The
Ears Have It

12/04/2007
12/04/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom

Cow

12/04/2007

17:10 TD Reading Rangers

Reading Rangers

12/04/2007

17:15 Miss BG

School Project

12/04/2007

17:30 Arthur

12/04/2007

17:55 Tumbletown Tales

12/04/2007

18:00 Word Girl

12/04/2007

18:25 Minuscule

12/04/2007

18:30 Michaela's Wild Challenge

12/04/2007

18:55 Wise Weather Whys

Jupiter

12/04/2007

19:00 Great Canadian Parks

Tuktut Noagait, N.W.T.

12/04/2007

Mali to Egypt

21:00 Murder

The Witness

12/04/2007

22:00

No Place Called Home

12/04/2007

The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

12/05/2007

Michaela Strachan undertakes wildlife-related dares.
CC
Meteorologist Richard Zurawski brings to life the mysteries and drama of Earth's weather
and the people whose discoveries help us forecast what it's going to do be like today,
tomorrow or next month.
CC
This park protects the calving grounds of the Bluenose caribou herd and Its cliffs and
ramparts provide nesting habitat for birds of prey. Tundra, rolling hills, deep canyons,
dramatic rock formations and a breathtaking waterfall provide astonishing diversity in the
harsh arctic climate.
CC

Dan Cruickshank braves the Sahara Desert, to see the breathtaking circumcision
paintings of the Dogon. In Egypt he survives a power cut deepÊinside the Great Pyramid.
In Libya he identifies with Lawrence of Arabia rather than Colonel Gaddafi.

12/04/2007

Around the World In 80
1:00 Treasures

CC
CC

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC

The Witness

12/04/2007

0:00 Murder

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

Rising in Montana, snaking into Alberta, and curving gently eastward to meet the Missouri
River the Milk is the only river in Canada that flows into the Gulf of Mexico. It is the
lifeblood of the Canadian Dry Belt, where precipitation is as low as 200 mm a year and
temperatures of 38 degrees are common.in Montana, snaking into Alberta, and curving
gently eastward to meet the Missouri River the Milk is the only river in Canada that flows
into the Gulf of Mexico. For both for the ranchers who irrigate with its waters and the
myriad of species that call the prairies home. it is the lifeblood of the Canadian Dry Belt.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
For the witness who came across Chris as he lay dying, the reconstruction of the crime is
a terrifying prospect.
Following the Rice family over the course of a year as they move from town to town in
Southern Ontario searching for safe and affordable housing.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
For the witness who came across Chris as he lay dying, the reconstruction of the crime is
a terrifying prospect.

The Milk

C
C
C

Mom and Dad Have a Great
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Big Fight/ D.W.'s Perfect Wish friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
Octagon Tables
mathematical skills.
Coupon Madness/ When Life
Gives You Potatoes
CC
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
A Bee's Night Out
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.

19:30 Great Canadian Rivers
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/05/2007

CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

C

C

C

C
C
C

C

E

CC

E

CC

14+

CC

E

R
R

CC

14+

R

R

Tuktut Noagait, N.W.T.

This park protects the calving grounds of the Bluenose caribou herd and Its cliffs and
ramparts provide nesting habitat for birds of prey. Tundra, rolling hills, deep canyons,
dramatic rock formations and a breathtaking waterfall provide astonishing diversity in the
harsh arctic climate.
CC

E

R

The Milk

E

R

12/05/2007

2:30 Great Canadian Rivers
3:00 Question Period
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

Rising in Montana, snaking into Alberta, and curving gently eastward to meet the Missouri
River the Milk is the only river in Canada that flows into the Gulf of Mexico. It is the
lifeblood of the Canadian Dry Belt, where precipitation is as low as 200 mm a year and
temperatures of 38 degrees are common.in Montana, snaking into Alberta, and curving
gently eastward to meet the Missouri River the Milk is the only river in Canada that flows
into the Gulf of Mexico. For both for the ranchers who irrigate with its waters and the
myriad of species that call the prairies home. it is the lifeblood of the Canadian Dry Belt. CC

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Sagwa, Fu-Fu, and the
Whistling Pigeon
O Canada

12/05/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Puppets

12/05/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Kooky Letter K

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

Making New Friends
Deadman's Toy Chest

12/05/2007
12/05/2007
12/05/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

Binky Rules/ Meet Binky
Duck's Family Reunion
Martian Mission

12/05/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Cave

12/05/2007

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

2:00 Great Canadian Parks

12/05/2007

8:00 Hi-5

Space for Me

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/05/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Win the Golden Fin

12/05/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Monkey Madness

12/05/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Boots' Cuddly Dinosaur

12/05/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Dressing Up

12/05/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Don't Want a Bath

12/05/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

The Name Game

Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
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12/05/2007

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Kiwi

Hot and Cold
Eagle

Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/05/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/05/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/05/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/05/2007

12:30 Arthur

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Bridge the Gap/ Meeting
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Halfway
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Go-Go Gopher
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Jorge, The Little Hawk Learns Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
To Migrate
beyond.
CC
Cube
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.
Bob's Bird Blind/ Spud the
Ghost/ Muck's Monster/
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Muck's Shortcut
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
On the Move
The thrill of machines and how they work.
D.W. All Fired Up/ I'd Rather The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Read It Myself
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/05/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Downhill Skiing

12/05/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

The Ghost of Shrinks Manor

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

Measuring Up
George Versus the Volcano

All Creatures Great and Small
Waterlogged

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Who's the Boss
Lamb

12/05/2007

14:30 Bali

I'm So Hot

12/05/2007

14:45 Cotoons

12/05/2007

14:50 Little Bear

Punky at the Wheel
A Kiss for Little Bear 3: The
Wedding

12/05/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

Chirp Builds a Nest/ Stuck
Duck

C

C
C
C

CC

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
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G
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C
C
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C
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C

CC
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C
C

CC
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C
C

CC

C

CC

C

CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC

C

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?

G

12/05/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

Bill, Ben, and Fergus

12/05/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

Timothy's Way

12/05/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

I Want My Voice Back

12/05/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

Clock Doctors

12/05/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/05/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

To Catch a Thief
Tough Enough/ Stars in Your
Eyes

12/05/2007
12/05/2007
12/05/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom
17:10 ArtBot

12/05/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/05/2007

17:30 Arthur

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

17:55 Pingu
18:00 A World of Wonders

12/05/2007

18:15 Brilliant Creatures

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

18:30 George Shrinks
18:55 Just a Minute

12/05/2007
12/05/2007

19:00 Galapagos
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/05/2007

21:00 Rocket Man

12/05/2007

22:00 The View From Here
The Agenda with Steve
23:10 Paikin

12/05/2007
12/06/2007

0:10 Rocket Man

12/06/2007

1:00 Human Edge Late Night

12/06/2007

2:00 Undersea Explorer

Penguin
Drawing

Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

C
C
C
C

C
C
C

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

CC
CC
CC

ArtBot is created and programmed to learn about all things art.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
Last Card
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Unfinished/ D.W., Bossy Boots friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The adventures of Pingu, a lovable little penguin who lives at the South Pole with his
Pinga's Balloon
family and friends. In plasticine animation.
Go Fly a KIte
CC
Entertaining and inventive insights into the lifestyles of some of the world's most intriguing
animals.
CC
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
Duck Soup
world.
CC
Blood
A vivid archeological history of this isolated archipelago of volcanic islands, showing how
several of the most unusual species originated there and learned to cohabit with each
Born of Fire 1 of 3
other.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
George is thrilled to get the councilÕs permission to launch Bethan Two on the first
Letting Go 6 of 6
anniversary of his wifeÕs death, but he suddenly has second thoughts.
Why does Wal-Mart have the highest stockholder returns and the lowest worker
remuneration? In a grudge match against the largest retail store in the world, six student
activists and one maverick journalist set off across Canada in order to confront WalWal-Town: The Film
Mart's very foundations: its presence in small communities.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
George is thrilled to get the councilÕs permission to launch Bethan Two on the first
Letting Go 6 of 6
anniversary of his wifeÕs death, but he suddenly has second thoughts.
When his father went to jail, Jimmy Rosenberg lost his way. Though addicted to drugs
and forbidden access to his own children, the gypsy guitar prodigy never lost his musical
Jimmy Rosenberg: The
skill and precision. Eight years later, with his father out of prison and desperate to help,
Father, the Son and the Talent Jimmy, now 26, is kicking the habit.
CC
In the 1990s three large naval vessels were intentionally sunk as part of the world's most
Sea of Steel
ambitious artificial reef project.
CC
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12/06/2007
12/06/2007
12/06/2007

2:30 Undersea Explorer
3:00 Question Period
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

Treasure Hunters

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Harvest Festival
O Canada

12/06/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Punky's Slide

12/06/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Loopy Letter L

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/06/2007

7:00 Arthur

Many Happy Returns
The Jungle Tomb
Buster's Green Thumb/ My
Fair Tommy

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

There's an Ant in Every Giant
Movie Night

12/06/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Other Side

12/06/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/06/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Don't Tell Beth

12/06/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Island Jam

12/06/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Super Silly Fiesta

12/06/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

New Shoes

12/06/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Didn't Do It

12/06/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Sick Day

12/06/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Lion

12/06/2007
12/06/2007
12/06/2007
12/06/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

Surprise

Talk to Me
Elk
Footprints in the Sand
Pies, Pies, Pies!

Modern-day treasure hunters search for artifacts and coins off Bermuda's treacherous
reefs.

CC

Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
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C
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C
C
C
C

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

G

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC
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12/06/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/06/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/06/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/06/2007

12:30 Arthur

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Peep Plants a Seed/ The Root newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Problem
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
The Rhythm of the Rake
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and Alicia save the
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
Otters
beyond.
CC
Quiet/Loud
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.
Roll on Roley/ Sporty Spud/
Skateboard Spud/ Square
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Dance Spud
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
Cement Truck at Work
The thrill of machines and how they work.
Arthur Goes Crosswire/ Sue
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Ellen and the Brainasaurous friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/06/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Tobogganing

12/06/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

Journey to the Centre of the
Garden

12/06/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/06/2007

13:45 The Jungle Room

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

12/06/2007

14:30 Bali

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

12/06/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/06/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/06/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/06/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

Lost and Found
Dr. Shockwave, or How I
Learned to Stop Worrying and
Love Magnets

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
The Lost Treasure of Nowhere from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
Island
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Pony
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
Vroom! Vroom!
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
Go Fish
no friends to play with?
Pillow Hill
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
The Real Decoy/ Peep's Lost newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Leaf
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
The Old Bridge
very own branch line.
The Tree Fort and the Sand
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Castle
Kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Want My Tent
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
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12/06/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

Hoedown Slowdown

12/06/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/06/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

A Jelly Old Time
The Secret Dog Club/ The Dog
Park

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom

Lioness

12/06/2007

17:10 TD Reading Rangers

Bard of Docville

12/06/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/06/2007

17:30 Arthur

Perfect Girl
Arthur and D.W. Clean Up/
The Long Dull Winter

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

17:55 Tumbletown Tales
18:00 Spellz

12/06/2007

18:15 Backyard Science

12/06/2007
12/06/2007
12/06/2007

The League of Super
18:25 Citizens
18:30 Art Attack
18:55 Mark's Moments

12/06/2007

19:00 e2 design

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

19:30 e2 design
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/06/2007

21:00 Fields of Gold

12/06/2007
12/06/2007

12/07/2007

12/07/2007

22:00 Masterworks
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

0:00 Fields of Gold
Masterworks Late Night :
The Private Life of a
1:00 Masterpiece

Tangrams

Initiative

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

C
C
C

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.
Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.
Professor Atlas returns from the Superhero convention to find Fly Girl and Atomic Guy
watching reality TV. Something else is different though. Headquarters is spotless and
dinner is ready. Atomic Guy is surprised to see that without being asked, Fly Girl took the
initiative to prepare for her boss's return.

Jenna

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C
C

CC
CC
CC

E
C
E

Ladakh, India, is one of the most remote regions on earth. Yhe Druk White Lotus School
intends to equip Ladakhi children for living in the modern world while simultaneously
The Druk White Lotus School, embracing Buddhist traditions. Designed by Jonathan Rose, the school features
LaDakh 1 of 6
sustainable technologies that suit the altitude, and landscape and cultural climate.
Government buildings are not historically associated with sustainability or exquisite
Greening the Federal
design. But Pritzker Prize-winning architect Thom Mayne's San Francisco Federal
Government 2 of 6
Building aims to be the prototype for tomorrow's workplace.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Anna Friel plays press photographer Lucia and Phil Davis the world-weary journalist
Lodge, who find themselves investigating the sinister connections between government,
big business and biotechnology.
Hansel Mieth, only the second woman to join LIFE Magazine's staff, captured the plight of
the poor and the oppressed. While her body of work chronicles some of the most
devastating periods in American history, from the desperation of migrant labourers during
Hansel Mieth: Vagabond
the Depression to the assault on civil liberties in Japanese-American internment camps
Photographer
during World War II, it remains a testament to the strength of the human spirit.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Anna Friel plays press photographer Lucia and Phil Davis the world-weary journalist
Lodge who find themselves investigating the sinister connections between government,
big business and biotechnology.
French Romantic painter Eugene Delacroix's use of colour influenced both Impressionism
Delacroix's Liberty Leading the and Postimpressionism. His Liberty Leading the People celebrates July 28, 1830 when
People
the French people rose and dethroned the Bourbon king.
CC

E
R

R

E

12/07/2007

2:00 e2 design

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

2:30 e2 design
3:00 Question Period
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

Ladakh, India, is one of the most remote regions on earth. Yhe Druk White Lotus School
intends to equip Ladakhi children for living in the modern world while simultaneously
The Druk White Lotus School, embracing Buddhist traditions. Designed by Jonathan Rose, the school features
LaDakh 1 of 6
sustainable technologies that suit the altitude, and landscape and cultural climate.
Government buildings are not historically associated with sustainability or exquisite
Greening the Federal
design. But Pritzker Prize-winning architect Thom Mayne's San Francisco Federal
Government 2 of 6
Building aims to be the prototype for tomorrow's workplace.

12/07/2007

Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
Sagwa: The Chinese
The Foolish Magistrate's New The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
6:00 Siamese Cat
Clothes
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard
O Canada
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
6:20 Cotoons
Touch and Guess
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Marvellous Letter M
young kids.
CC
Timothy Goes To School/
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
6:30 Timothy Goes to School
Yoko
Kindergarten.
CC

12/07/2007
12/07/2007
12/07/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

12/07/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/07/2007

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

12/07/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/07/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/07/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

12/07/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

12/07/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

12/07/2007

9:30 Little Princess

12/07/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

12/07/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Aurthur Rides the Bandwagon/ The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Dad's Dessert Dilemma
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The Birds
CC
Bird House
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Longest
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. HiAnimals Create
5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
Space Monkey from Mars
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Mining Melody
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
The Fix-It Machine
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
The School F te
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Don't Want to Comb My Hair of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
Mutt That Would Be King
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
Mongoose
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
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12/07/2007
12/07/2007
12/07/2007
12/07/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/07/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/07/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/07/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/07/2007

12:30 Arthur

12/07/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

12/07/2007

The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

Creature Neighbours
Fawn
I Spy
Dog Wants to Play Ball

Jack and the Bean Stalk
Number 5
Inspector Spud/ Spud Gets
Packing/ Spud the Dragon/
Spud Minds His Manners
After the Blast
Background Blues/ And Now
Let's Talk to Some Kids

Winter Festival
Paddington the Babysitter/
Paddington on the Orient
Express/ Paddington and the
Frog of Doom

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Babysitters

12/07/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

Professor Fritz

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Fantastic Friday
Cow

12/07/2007

14:30 Bali

Robobear to the Rescue

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

The First Violin
Diva Hen

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

C
C

CC

C
E

Birds of a Feather/ Incredible
Shrinking Duck

C

G

C

Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

C

Kids count five musical instruments.

C

CC

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.

Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.

C
C
C

CC

C

CC

C
G

CC

C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC

G

Rupert Builds a Nest

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

12/07/2007

CC
CC

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Hide and Go Peep/ A Peep of newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
a Different Colour
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Whistling Wind
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

12/07/2007

12/07/2007

The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?

12/07/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

Edward's Brass Band

12/07/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

Get Well Soon

12/07/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/07/2007
12/07/2007
12/07/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

I Want to Win
The Birds
Monster Control

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive
16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Leatherback
Fluffed Up Cleo/ Team Spirit

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Crocodile
Jumpin' Jupiter

12/07/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/07/2007

17:30 Arthur

Like Peas in a Pod
What's Cooking?/ Buster's
Special Delivery

12/07/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/07/2007

18:00 The Shak

Kites

12/07/2007

18:25 Minuscule

The Dung Beetle Battle

12/07/2007

18:30 George Shrinks

Friends Anemones

12/07/2007

Around the World In 80
19:00 Treasures
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/07/2007

21:00 Heartbeat

Dead Men Do Tell Tales

12/07/2007

Allan Gregg in
22:00 Conversation

Siobhan Roberts, John
Mighton

22:30 Film 101
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

John Ford

12/07/2007

12/07/2007
12/07/2007

12/08/2007

0:00 Heartbeat

12/08/2007

1:00 World Cinema

Turkey to Germany

Dead Men Do Tell Tales
Temptress Moon (China,
1996)

Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
CC
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

C
C
C
C
C

C
C

CC
CC

C
C

Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
From their secret clubhouse the Shaksters Ð Curio, the science and computer wizard;
Nitro, the sports addict; Eco, the animal lover and environmentalist; and Picasso, the arty
pop culture buff Ð break into boring adult TV and transmit their own stories on subjects
kids want to know about.
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
Dan Cruickshank floats above Turkey in a hot air balloon before exploring its
subterranean caves. He travels the Moscow metro and salvages something from the
wreckage of Nazi Germany.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Carol absent-mindedly leaves her medical bag containing dangerous drugs in her car
when she rushes off to treat an emergency. While Peggy and David are left in charge of
Bernie's funeral parlour, a suspicious client turns up.
Siobhan Roberts is the author of King of the Universe: Donald Coxeter, The Man Who
Saved Geometry. Mathematician and playwright John Mighton's book is The Myth of
Intelligence.

C

CC

C

CC

C
C

CC

C

CC

14+

Director John Ford is arguably Hollywood's greatest interpreter of the American West.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Carol absent-mindedly leaves her medical bag containing dangerous drugs in her car
when she rushes off to treat an emergency. While Peggy and David are left in charge of
Bernie's funeral parlour, a suspicious client turns up.
CC
A young woman marries into a wealthy but dysfunctional family led by an opium-addicted
patriarch. Starring Leslie Cheung and Gong Li. Directed by Chen Kaige.

R

14+
14+

R

12/08/2007

The Agenda with Steve
3:00 Paikin

12/08/2007

Allan Gregg in
4:00 Conversation

Siobhan Roberts, John
Mighton

12/08/2007

4:30 Film 101

John Ford

12/08/2007

5:00 Big Ideas

12/08/2007

6:00 Little Bear

12/08/2007

6:25 Cotoons

12/08/2007

Elliot Moose Animated
6:30 Shorts

12/08/2007
12/08/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:40 Siamese Cat
6:50 Woofy

12/08/2007

6:55 Tigga and Togga

Director John Ford is arguably Hollywood's greatest interpreter of the American West.
Deepak Chopra uses stories from his latest book, Buddha: A Story of Enlightenment, to
Deepak Chopra: The Nature of illuminate the Buddhist philosophy of the connectedness of all things, incorporating
Human Consciousness
quantum physics, philosophy, spirituality, and humour.
Pillow Hill/ Diva Hen/ Father
Bear's Little Helper
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
Soap
no friends to play with?
Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
The Sockness Monster
world.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
Stinky Tofu
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
A Dog's Best Friend
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Trash Bash
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

12/08/2007

Gis le's Big Backyard
7:00 Show

From Here to There

12/08/2007
12/08/2007
12/08/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
7:10 World
7:25 The Farm
7:25 Don't Sit Still

Flower Shower
Duck
Move Your Body 2

12/08/2007
12/08/2007

7:30 Dora the Explorer
7:55 Mighty Machines

Dora la Musico
Snowblower

12/08/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/08/2007

12/08/2007

8:25 I Dare You
The Incredible Adventures
8:25 of Enviro Girl
Sort Your Trash
Mama Mirabelle's Home
8:30 Movies
Eyes, Ears, Nose and Trunks

12/08/2007

8:45 Corduroy Bear

12/08/2007

12/08/2007

8:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

Wonderful Days

Sleep Tight

Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Siobhan Roberts is the author of King of the Universe: Donald Coxeter, The Man Who
Saved Geometry. Mathematician and playwright John Mighton's book is The Myth of
Intelligence.
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Gis le and her puppet friends Sticks the squirrel and Jay the bluebird explore topics in
mathematics, science, language, personal and social development, and the arts.
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
CC
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC

C
C
E

C
C

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC

C

CC

E

CC
Corduroy Bear and his best friend Lisa inhabit a bustling, vibrant city landscape full of
diverse people. They also have a world of their own making, where soap flakes become a
snowstorm and an escalator turns into a mountain.
CC

C

C

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC

C

C

12/08/2007
12/08/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:30 Word World

Arthur Meets Mister Rogers/
Draw!
Pies, Pies, Pies!

12/08/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Sagwa, Fu-Fu, and the
Whistling Pigeon

12/08/2007

9:55 Tigga and Togga

Whistling Wind

12/08/2007
12/08/2007

10:00 Go, Diego, Go!
10:25 Mark's Moments

Giant Octopus to the rescue
Jenna

12/08/2007
12/08/2007

10:30 Zoboomafoo
10:55 The Woods

Pop Goes the Tiger
Hawk

12/08/2007

11:00 Lilly

Lilly and the Loch Ness
Monster

12/08/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig

12/08/2007

The Adventures of
11:30 Paddington Bear

12/08/2007

11:55 Minuscule

12/08/2007

12:00 Babar

12/08/2007
12/08/2007

12:25 Tigga and Togga
12:30 Spellz

12/08/2007

12:45 Backyard Science

12/08/2007

13:00 Miss BG

12/08/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

12/08/2007

13:30 George Shrinks

12/08/2007

13:55 I Dare You

12/08/2007

14:00 Arthur

12/08/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

12/08/2007

14:30 Horseland

12/08/2007

14:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

Mr. Scarecrow
Paddington Steps Out/
Paddington Prepares/
Paddington Recommended

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
CC
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC
Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC

CC

A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
No Exit
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
The Departure
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Dishwashing Ditty
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.
Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
Teachers Pet/Boys&Girls
and sometimes sincerely awful.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
The Ballad of Captain Fivestar helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
Round up the Usual Insects
world.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Sue Ellen's Lost Diary/ Arthur's The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Knee
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
To Sail the Seven Seeds
mathematical skills.
Four kids become best of friends as they learn about horsemanship in Horseland, a
First Love
special place where the horses and stable animals talk Ð at least to each other!
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It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC

C

C

12/08/2007

15:00 SWAP-TV

12/08/2007

15:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/08/2007
12/08/2007

15:30 The Saddle Club
15:55 The Bodies

12/08/2007

16:00 Big Ideas

12/08/2007

17:00 Galapagos

12/08/2007

Allan Gregg in
18:00 Conversation

Canadian kids from different backgrounds switch lives for a few days, taking on each
Champion Wrestler and Robot other's hobbies and chores. In the process they expand their knowledge and learn
Builder
something about the cultural and social diversity of Canada.
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
New Best Friend
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Lisa, Carole and Stevie form the Saddle Club, vowing to remain horse crazy and to help
Work Horses
others.
Packing Protein
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
H. Jay Melosh: Death of the
A hot new theory on the KT extinction of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago. And H. Jay
Dinos: Giant Impacts and
Melosh, professor of theoretical geophysics at the University of Arizona asks if humanity
Biological Crises
is headed for a similar fate.
A vivid archeological history of this isolated archipelago of volcanic islands, showing how
several of the most unusual species originated there and learned to cohabit with each
Born of Fire 1 of 3
other.
CC
Siobhan Roberts is the author of King of the Universe: Donald Coxeter, The Man Who
Siobhan Roberts, John
Saved Geometry. Mathematician and playwright John Mighton's book is The Myth of
Mighton
Intelligence.

12/08/2007

18:30 Film 101

John Ford

12/08/2007

19:00 National Geographic

King Tut's Curse

12/08/2007
12/08/2007
12/08/2007

12/08/2007
12/08/2007

Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
21:40 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
22:05 Movies
Saturday Night at the
23:50 Movies : The Interviews

Cat Ballou (1963)

To Catch a Thief (1955)

A retired jewel thief keeps tabs on wealthy vacationers in the French Riviera in order to
find the copycat burglar who is using his distinctive style. Starring Cary Grant and Grace
Kelly. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

Jesse James (1939)

Brothers Jesse and Frank James become train and bank robbers to avenge the death of
their mother, who was killed by greedy railroad barons. Starring Tyrone Power and Henry
Fonda. Directed by Henry King.
CC

John Ford

Director John Ford is arguably Hollywood's greatest interpreter of the American West.

12/09/2007
12/09/2007

6:00 Polka Dot Shorts
6:10 Little Bear

The Tea Party
Balloon Heads

12/09/2007

6:20 Grandpa's Garden

Snow

12/09/2007
12/09/2007
12/09/2007
12/09/2007
12/09/2007

C

E

R

R
R

E

CC

G
R

12/09/2007
12/09/2007

12/09/2007

G

Theme: The Cat Burglar

Saturday Night at the
0:15 Movies
Saturday Night at the
2:00 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
2:30 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
2:50 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
3:20 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
3:40 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
4:10 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
4:30 Movies : Film 101
5:00 Big Ideas

12/09/2007

Director John Ford is arguably Hollywood's greatest interpreter of the American West.
CC
Zahi Hawass attempts to shed light on the legendary curse of the pharaoh Tutankhamen,
believed to be responsible for the death of many archaeologists. Experts examine his
corpse.
CC
Lee Marvin won an Oscar for his dual role as a drunken gunfighter and a silver-nosed
villain in this funny parody of westerns. Jane Fonda co-stars as a schoolteacher-turnedoutlaw, and Stubby Kaye and Nat King Cole provide Greek-chorus-style musical
commentary. Directed by Elliot Silverstein.

C

14+

CC
R

John Ford

Director John Ford is arguably Hollywood's greatest interpreter of the American West.

CC

R
R

John Ford

Director John Ford is arguably Hollywood's greatest interpreter of the American West.

CC

R
R

John Ford

Director John Ford is arguably Hollywood's greatest interpreter of the American West.
With host Andrew Moodie.
Polkaroo invites Bear and Marigold to a tea party, but his guests eat all the food before
the party gets started. This is a rhyming story.
Children play, do chores and learn about plants and animals, the weather and other
fascinating subjects in their grandfather's growing garden.
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12/09/2007

6:25 Elliot Moose

12/09/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
6:50 World

12/09/2007
12/09/2007
12/09/2007

7:00 Mustard Pancakes
7:30 Tommy Zoom
7:40 ToddWorld

12/09/2007

8:00 Bob the Builder

12/09/2007
12/09/2007

8:20 Tigga and Togga
8:25 Art Alive

12/09/2007

8:30 Zoboomafoo

12/09/2007
12/09/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:25 The Bodies

12/09/2007

9:30 The Upside Down Show

12/09/2007

9:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/09/2007
12/09/2007

10:00 Charlie and Lola
10:10 Don't Sit Still

12/09/2007

10:15 Bali

12/09/2007
12/09/2007

10:30 Timothy Goes to School
The League of Super
10:55 Citizens

12/09/2007

11:00 Babar

12/09/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig
Mama Mirabelle's Home
11:30 Movies

12/09/2007

Peep's Moon Mission

Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
world.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC

Of at First you Don't Succeed

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.

Sophie's Sinking Feeling
Pilchard's Pets/ Pilchard Has a
Ball/ Scruffy on Guard/
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Scruffy's Bathtime
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Rainy Day
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Balls
Children demonstrate arts and crafts projects that come to life.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
Messy and Clean
respect the creatures we share the world with.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
The Contest/ Prove It
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
Bedtime Bodies
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Walking on the ceiling? No problem. Going backwards in slow motion? A cinch. From
their fantastical living room with more doors than walls. Shane and Dave hand an
imaginary remote control to kids at home so they can "control" the duo's motions,
exercisIng kids' imaginations and teaching them concepts such as horizontal and vertical,
Picnic
humongous and minute.
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Show
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Charlie and Lola are brother and sister. This fun-filled animated series tells how they
This Is Actually My Party
handle the little issues that young children encounter every day.
Move Your Body 2
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
Don't Cry, Tamara
friends.
Treefort and Sandcastles/ Get An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Well Soon
Kindergarten.
Super Citizens are community heroes who flex their brains and biceps to make the world
Integrity
a better place, one good deed at a time.
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Land of Ice
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
Flying a Kite
in muddy puddles.

11:40 Minuscule

The Good Education

12/09/2007

11:50 The Koala Brothers

12/09/2007

12:00 Word Girl

Ned Finds Whistle
Coupon Madness/ When Life
Gives You Potatoes

12/09/2007

12:25 TD Reading Rangers

Sir Edmund Woodbury
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Footprints in the Sand

12/09/2007

C

C
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
From their isolated homestead in the Australian outback, the Koala brothers fly out on
daily patrol in their aeroplane, looking for anyone in need of help.

C
CC

C
C

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
CC

E

12/09/2007
12/09/2007

12:30 A World of Wonders
12:45 Bottle Top Bill

Go Fly a KIte
Trouble in Fairy Land

12:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/09/2007

13:00 Miss BG

12/09/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

12/09/2007

13:30 George Shrinks
The Incredible Adventures
13:55 of Enviro Girl
Brushing Your Teeth

12/09/2007

14:00 Lilly

12/09/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

12/09/2007
12/09/2007

The Adventures of
14:30 Paddington Bear
14:55 The Bodies

Lilly in the New World
Tumbleweed: Domestic
Animal
Adventure at the Seaside/
Paddington and the Pyramid
Selling
Vitamin See

12/09/2007

15:00 Fun Food Frenzy

Snow

12/09/2007

15:30 CG Kids

Victoria: The Garden City

12/09/2007

15:55 TD Reading Rangers

12/09/2007

16:00 Big Ideas

Highway to Spell
H. Jay Melosh: Death of the
Dinos: Giant Impacts and
Biological Crises

12/09/2007

17:00

King Tut's Curse

12/09/2007

18:00 Heads Up!
Reach for the Top
18:30 Nationals

Why Are Planets Round?

12/09/2007
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Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
CC

C

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
BG uses her role as class helper to snoop, and ends up accidentally ruining BrittanyClass Reprentative/ Share and Ann's science project. BG, Gad and Alex are supposed to share a special prize they won
Share Alike
together.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
Ring of Elverb
helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
Monster Mash
world.

12/09/2007

12/09/2007

CC
CC

12/09/2007

19:00 Wild at Heart

Hiking the Juan de Fuca Trail

12/09/2007

19:30 Wild at Heart

Kayaking the Broughtons

This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
This cooking show for kids features foods kids love to eat and will love even more to
make. Safety and health are ingredients in every recipe.
Discover Canada with Jennifer Raciot and Jamie Shannon. Each program includes
"Triviology," in which the hosts pose a question to viewers about the area they are
visiting; "Jay's Gee! Ology," which provides interesting facts about the environment and
landscape of the featured area; and "Fantastic Fact," giving one interesting fact that
makes the region unique.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
A hot new theory on the KT extinction of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago. And H. Jay
Melosh, professor of theoretical geophysics at the University of Arizona asks if humanity
is headed for a similar fate.
Zahi Hawass attempts to shed light on the legendary curse of the pharaoh Tutankhamen,
believed to be responsible for the death of many archaeologists. Experts examine his
corpse.
Gravity is a force at work everywhere, even in space. As gravity always pulls towards the
centre of an object, the smallest shape anything can be is a ball, so most planets have
that shape. See gravity at work in a gravity well and fall into the ultimate gravity trap: a
black hole!
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To do something memorable with her loved ones before it's too late, Diane (56) who
suffers from ALS, tackles the challenging Juan de Fuca Marine Trail on Vancouver Island
with her husband, children and best friend. It's a physical and emotional challenge already, the disease has robbed her of her voice, and doctors have given her two more
years to live.
CC
Nancy, a recovering addict and recent amputee, joins three other budding adventurers on
the waters of the remote and beautiful Broughton Archipelago to search for the famous
pods of orca resident in the area.
CC
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12/09/2007

20:00

The Refugees of the Blue
Planet

12/09/2007

21:00

Saddam's Tribe

12/09/2007

22:40 The View From Here

Wal-Town: The Film

12/10/2007

0:00 Human Edge

Short

12/10/2007

1:00 Masterworks

Hansel Mieth: Vagabond
Photographer

12/10/2007

Allan Gregg in
2:00 Conversation

Siobhan Roberts, John
Mighton

12/10/2007

2:30 Film 101

John Ford

12/10/2007

3:00

Saddam's Tribe

12/10/2007

The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Panda-Monium
O Canada

12/10/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Pizza Pizazz

12/10/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Naughty Letter N

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
The Big Backyard Book
6:45 Club

12/10/2007
12/10/2007
12/10/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

Popular Girls/ Buster's
Growing Grudge
The Runaway O
Extreme X-Ray

12/10/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Lesson

12/10/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

You're Invited

Action: Games and Sport

The degradation of the environment is driving rural populations from their way of life.
Whether they flee the sinking island of Maldives, the eucalyptus plantations of Brazil or oil
wells in Alberta, environmental refugees are growing in number and often have no legal
status.
Saddam Hussein ruled both his country and his family with an iron fist. The fate of Iraq
turned on the fluctuations of family loyalty and eventually of family betrayal against a
backdrop of debauchery and corruption. Told from the perspective of Raghad Hussein,
Saddam's daughter.
Why does Wal-Mart have the highest stockholder returns and the lowest worker
remuneration? In a grudge match against the largest retail store in the world, six student
activists and one maverick journalist set off across Canada in order to confront WalMart's very foundations: its presence in small communities.
CC
Israeli comedian Idan Alterman details the trials and tribulations of vertically challenged
men.
Hansel Mieth, only the second woman to join LIFE Magazine's staff, captured the plight of
the poor and the oppressed. While her body of work chronicles some of the most
devastating periods in American history, from the desperation of migrant labourers during
the Depression to the assault on civil liberties in Japanese-American internment camps
during World War II, it remains a testament to the strength of the human spirit.
CC
Siobhan Roberts is the author of King of the Universe: Donald Coxeter, The Man Who
Saved Geometry. Mathematician and playwright John Mighton's book is The Myth of
Intelligence.
Director John Ford is arguably Hollywood's greatest interpreter of the American West.
CC
Saddam Hussein ruled both his country and his family with an iron fist. The fate of Iraq
turned on the fluctuations of family loyalty and eventually of family betrayal against a
backdrop of debauchery and corruption. Told from the perspective of Raghad Hussein,
Saddam's daughter.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
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12/10/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Sticky Stones

12/10/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Dishwashing Ditty

12/10/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Baseball Boots

12/10/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Mummy Pig's Birthday

12/10/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Don't Want Salad

12/10/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Homesick Jun

12/10/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Nudibranch

12/10/2007
12/10/2007
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12/10/2007
12/10/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/10/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/10/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

That's a Cat/ Faster than a
Duck

12/10/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Squeaky Clean

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

Mel's Bath Day

Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

C

Number 6

Take a trip to the beach where kids count six sandcastles.

C

Cock-a-doodle Spud/ Pilchard
Sorts It Out/ Lofty's Rabbits/
Lofty and the Tree Stump
At the Construction Site
The Chips Are Down/
Revenge of the Chip

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/10/2007

12:30 Arthur

12/10/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

12/10/2007

The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

12/10/2007

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/10/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School

Pop Goes the Tiger
Fox

Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.

Sam Spades of the Savannah
Sh-Sh-Shark!

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
Birthday Cake
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
A Visit to the
Hospital/Paddington Takes the
Road/The Last Dance
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Seeds
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Two Tutu Friends
kindergarten.
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12/10/2007

Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

Rupert and the Star Child

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

A Case of Cold Paws
Swan

12/10/2007

14:30 Bali

I'm Sleeping at Tamara's

12/10/2007

14:45 Cotoons
The Big Backyard Book
14:50 Club

Tulip's Tricycle

12/10/2007

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?

12/10/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/10/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/10/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/10/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/10/2007
12/10/2007
12/10/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

12/10/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/10/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Go West, Young Peep/ A
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Delicate Balance
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
What's the Matter with Henry? very own branch line.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
In the Spotlight
Kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Don't Want a Cold
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
The Runaway O
Upgrade for Bodies
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
Luseal and Ethel
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
Clifford on Parade/ Follow the
Leader

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Panda
Chocolate Chip Treasure

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.
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12/10/2007

17:15 Miss BG

Promises, Promises

12/10/2007

17:30 Arthur

Happy Anniversary

Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

Coach Shrinks

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
CC
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
CC

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!
18:00 Fetch! with Ruff Ruffman

12/10/2007

18:30 George Shrinks

C

C

C

12/10/2007

Arbeia, South Shields

12/10/2007

19:00 Time Team
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/10/2007

21:00 Midsomer Murders

Sins of Commission 1 of 2

12/10/2007
12/10/2007

12/11/2007

12/11/2007

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

22:00 Monarchy
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

0:00 Midsomer Murders

1:00 Monarchy

The team reinvestigates a Roman cemetery first discovered by the builders of Victorian
terrace houses now being replaced by a modern development. They can dig only in open
spaces, some public, some in people's gardens, and their findings are limited because of
the placement of buildings and modern municipal services buried underground.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
A prize-winning author is murdered on the eve of the 12th Annual Midsomer St Michael
Literary Festival, but despite the tragedy, sponsor Sam Callaghan is determined that the
event, with best-selling "chick-lit" writer Jezebel Tripp as a member of the judging panel,
should go ahead.
CC

Sins of Commission 1 of 2

In 1660 the monarchy was restored and Charles II returned from exile. Could he heal the
wound of political and religious division? Overcoming plague, the Great Fire, and violent
opposition to the succession of his Catholic brother James, Charles' reign restored the
authority of the crown and laid the foundation of the world's first modern state.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
A prize-winning author is murdered on the eve of the 12th Annual Midsomer St Michael
Literary Festival, but despite the tragedy, sponsor Sam Callaghan is determined that the
event, with best-selling "chick-lit" writer Jezebel Tripp as a member of the judging panel,
should go ahead.
CC

Return of the King

In 1660 the monarchy was restored and Charles II returned from exile. Could he heal the
wound of political and religious division? Overcoming plague, the Great Fire, and violent
opposition to the succession of his Catholic brother James, Charles' reign restored the
authority of the crown and laid the foundation of the world's first modern state.

Arbeia, South Shields

The team reinvestigates a Roman cemetery first discovered by the builders of Victorian
terrace houses now being replaced by a modern development. They can dig only in open
spaces, some public, some in people's gardens, and their findings are limited because of
the placement of buildings and modern municipal services buried underground.
CC

Return of the King

12/11/2007

2:00 Time Team
3:00 To be announced
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Festival of Lanterns
O Canada

12/11/2007

6:20 Cotoons

The Snowman Show

12/11/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Outrageous Letter O

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/11/2007
12/11/2007
12/11/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

Lights, Camera...Opera/ All
Worked Up
Chef Sheep
Ant Antics

12/11/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Song

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

Jobs

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC

12/11/2007

8:00 Hi-5

Friendship

Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
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Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/11/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Shankley Ahoy

12/11/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Chicken Dance

12/11/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Dora's First Trip

12/11/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

The Tooth Fairy

12/11/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want to Do Magic

12/11/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Too Close for Combat

12/11/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Orangutan

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

Fearfest
Frog

Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
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12/11/2007
12/11/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/11/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/11/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

Quack Hatches an Egg/ The
Whatchamacallit

12/11/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Bus Stop Bop

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

Alicia saves the Crocodile
Cone

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/11/2007

12:30 Arthur

Wendy's Magical Birthday/
Sleepless Lofty/ Lofty and the The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Giant Carrot/ Muck's Mood
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
In the City
The thrill of machines and how they work.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Binky Rules/ Meet Binky
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/11/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Curling

12/11/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

Dogsitting Miss Daisy

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

My Family
A Cat and the Hats

Healthy Habits
Snug as a Bug

CC
CC

C
C

CC

C
E

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
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12/11/2007
12/11/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Deer

12/11/2007

14:30 Bali

I Don't Want New Shoes

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

Apple Juice
Father Bear's Little Helper

12/11/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

Fish Museum/ Peep's Night
Out

12/11/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

James and the Queen of
Sodor

12/11/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

Fritz on the Move

12/11/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

Maid's Day Off

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
very own branch line.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
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Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Monkey Madness
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
My Squid's Bigger Than Yours exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Goodbye, T-Bone/ The Truth
about Dogs

12/11/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

12/11/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/11/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom

Rattle Snake

12/11/2007

17:10 TD Reading Rangers

Capital Letter Rag

12/11/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/11/2007

17:30 Arthur

Detective BG
D.W.'s Library Card / Arthur's
Big Hit

12/11/2007
12/11/2007

17:55 Tumbletown Tales
18:00 Word Girl

12/11/2007

18:25 Minuscule

12/11/2007

18:30 Michaela's Wild Challenge

12/11/2007

18:55 Wise Weather Whys

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

CC

Super See-Saw 6000
Jerky Jerk/ Becky's Birthday
The Caterpillar Who Wanted
to See the Ocean

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
CC
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
CC
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.

Tropics

Michaela Strachan undertakes wildlife-related dares.
CC
Meteorologist Richard Zurawski brings to life the mysteries and drama of Earth's weather
and the people whose discoveries help us forecast what it's going to do be like today,
tomorrow or next month.
CC
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12/11/2007

19:00 Great Canadian Parks

Wood Buffalo National Park

12/11/2007

19:30 Great Canadian Rivers
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

The Moisie

12/11/2007

12/11/2007

21:00

The Trial of Tony Blair

12/11/2007

22:15

The Refugees of the Blue
Planet

12/11/2007

The Agenda with Steve
23:10 Paikin

12/12/2007

0:10

The Trial of Tony Blair

12/12/2007

Around The World In 80
1:30 Treasures

Turkey to Germany

12/12/2007

2:30 Great Canadian Parks

Wood Buffalo National Park

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

The Moisie

12/12/2007

3:00 Great Canadian Rivers
3:30 To be announced
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

The Three Graces
O Canada

12/12/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Egg Hunt

Wood Buffalo's name reveals its greatest asset: Canada's largest free-ranging bison
herd. The park also protects the last natural nesting ground for the endangered
whooping crane. A UNESCO World Heritage site, most of Peace-Athabasca delta lies
within its boundaries. It has extensive karst formations.
CC
The Moisie River is known mostly to experienced canoeists and wealthy sport fishers. It
rises in Labrador's Lake Opacopa and flows 410 kilometres south across Quebec's
breathtaking Cote Nord to meet the St. Lawrence River. The Moisie's Valley is steep,
rugged and deep and is lined with untouched stands of spruce, fir, birch and aspen. The
river's volume and discharge is remarkable for its size, and its beats are characterized by
falls, rapids and pools replete with holding salmon. Some of the largest Atlantic salmon
on record have been caught here.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
It's 2010, and Prime Minister Tony Blair is finally giving up the reins of power to Gordon
Brown. Meanwhile, the World Court at the Hague has set up a special tribunal on Iraq.
Out of power, guilt-stricken and completely clueless as to his true place in history, Blair is
suddenly vulnerable to the forces that are setting him up to be the fall guy for an
unpopular war. Robert Lindsay stars in this sharp political satire that takes a flight of fancy
to comment on the hubris of power and the pitfalls of politics.
CC
The degradation of the environment is driving rural populations from their way of life.
Whether they flee the sinking island of Maldives, the eucalyptus plantations of Brazil or oil
wells in Alberta, environmental refugees are growing in number and often have no legal
status.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
It's 2010, and Prime Minister Tony Blair is finally giving up the reins of power to Gordon
Brown. Meanwhile, the World Court at the Hague has set up a special tribunal on Iraq.
Out of power, guilt-stricken and completely clueless as to his true place in history, Blair is
suddenly vulnerable to the forces that are setting him up to be the fall guy for an
unpopular war. Robert Lindsay stars in this sharp political satire that takes a flight of fancy
to comment on the hubris of power and the pitfalls of politics.
CC
Dan Cruickshank floats above Turkey in a hot air balloon before exploring its
subterranean caves. He travels the Moscow metro and salvages something from the
wreckage of Nazi Germany.
Wood Buffalo's name reveals its greatest asset: Canada's largest free-ranging bison
herd. The park also protects the last natural nesting ground for the endangered
whooping crane. A UNESCO World Heritage site, most of Peace-Athabasca delta lies
within its boundaries. It has extensive karst formations.
CC
The Moisie River is known mostly to experienced canoeists and wealthy sport fishers. It
rises in Labrador's Lake Opacopa and flows 410 kilometres south across Quebec's
breathtaking Cote Nord to meet the St. Lawrence River. The Moisie's Valley is steep,
rugged and deep and is lined with untouched stands of spruce, fir, birch and aspen. The
river's volume and discharge is remarkable for its size, and its beats are characterized by
falls, rapids and pools replete with holding salmon. Some of the largest Atlantic salmon
on record have been caught here.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
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12/12/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Peppy Letter P

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/12/2007
12/12/2007
12/12/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

Arthur's Treasure Hunt/ The
Return of the King
Rocket to the Moon
Salad Days

12/12/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Meal

12/12/2007

8:00 Hi-5

Machines and Things on the
Move

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/12/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

To Catch a Thief

12/12/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Playground Sounds

12/12/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Star Catcher

12/12/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

The New Car

12/12/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Don't Want to Tidy Up

12/12/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Lost and Found

12/12/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Penguin

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

The Greatest

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

Humans
Geese

12/12/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/12/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

Wandering Beaver/ Peep's
New Friend

12/12/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Ants Go Marching

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

An Underwater Mystery
Big/Little

Change Is Gonna Come
V Is for Vacation

Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.

CC

C

CC

C
C

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC

CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.
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12/12/2007
12/12/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

Bob's Egg and Spoon Race/
Lofty the Soccer Star/ Mr.
Sabatini Picks up the Pieces/
Dizzy Scores a Goal
At the Race Track

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.

C
C

12/12/2007

12:30 Arthur

Aurthur Rides the Bandwagon/ The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Dad's Dessert Dilemma
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C

12/12/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Building a Road

12/12/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

Return to Sender

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

Just in Time
Safari, So Good

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

See How the Garden Grows
Chicken

12/12/2007

14:30 Bali

A Surprise Adventure

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

The Parrot
I'll Be You, You Be Me

12/12/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/12/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/12/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/12/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
There's No Place like Home/ newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Flipping Newton
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Refreshment Lady's Tea Shop very own branch line.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Many Happy Returns
kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
Can I Keep It?
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.

12/12/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

Island Jam

12/12/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/12/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Distress Call
The Big Sleepover/ Dog for a
Day

12/12/2007
12/12/2007
12/12/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom
17:10 ArtBot

CC

C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

CC
CC

C
C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

CC

G

CC

C

CC

C
C

CC
CC

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

C

C
C
C

Ant Eater

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

CC

C

Sculpture

ArtBot is created and programmed to learn about all things art.

CC

C

12/12/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/12/2007

17:30 Arthur

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

17:55 Pingu
18:00 A World of Wonders

12/12/2007

18:15 Brilliant Creatures

12/12/2007
12/12/2007

18:30 George Shrinks
18:55 Just a Minute

12/12/2007

19:00 Galapagos
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/12/2007

Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
High Security Treehouse
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC
Desert Island Dish/ The Secret The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
about Secrets
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The adventures of Pingu, a lovable little penguin who lives at the South Pole with his
Pingu and the Band
family and friends. In plasticine animation.
Lost in Petra
CC
Entertaining and inventive insights into the lifestyles of some of the world's most intriguing
animals.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
Migrate-est Adventure
world.
CC
Earthquake
Islands That Changed the
Charles Darwin developed many of his theories about evolution based on his
World 2 of 3
observations in the Galapagos.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.

12/12/2007

21:00 The Whistleblowers

Ghost

12/12/2007

22:00 The View From Here
The Agenda with Steve
23:10 Paikin

Chichester's Choice

12/12/2007

12/13/2007

0:10 The Whistleblowers

Ghost

12/13/2007

1:00 Human Edge

Short

12/13/2007

2:00 Undersea Explorer

Gal‡pagos

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

Giants of Socorro

12/13/2007

2:30 Undersea Explorer
3:00 To be announced
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Master of Mistakes
O Canada

12/13/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Punky at the Wheel

12/13/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Not So Quiet Letter Q

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/13/2007

7:00 Arthur

Abracadabra

Ben Graham (Richard Coyle) and Alisha Cole (Indira Varma) are personal injury lawyers
who witness a miscarriage of justice on their own doorstep. But when they try to speak
out they suddenly find themselves under investigation Ð as enemies of the state.
Toronto independent fillmmaker Simonee Chichester's father abandoned his wife and
daughter when she was six. When she hears he is homeless and dying of tuberculosis on
the streets of Sao Paolo, she decides to go in search of him Ð and to document the
process.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Ben Graham (Richard Coyle) and Alisha Cole (Indira Varma) are personal injury lawyers
who witness a miscarriage of justice on their own doorstep. But when they try to speak
out they suddenly find themselves under investigation Ð as enemies of the state.
Israeli comedian Idan Alterman details the trials and tribulations of vertically challenged
men.
Considered one of the world's richest and most diverse ecosystems, the archipelago is
under attack from human settlement and overfishing.
CC
South of Mexico's Baha Peninsula, the remote Socorro Islands provide expedition divers
with an opportunity to interact with giant manta rays.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC

Arthur Makes Waves/ It Came The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
from Beyond
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C
C
C
C
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R
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E
E
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C
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12/13/2007
12/13/2007

7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

The Mystery of the
Disappearing Pie
Paving the Driveway

12/13/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Windy Day

12/13/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/13/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

A Jelly Old Time

12/13/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Dueling Conductors

12/13/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Job Day

12/13/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Treasure Hunt

12/13/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want My Trumpet

12/13/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Sister Act

12/13/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Quetzal

12/13/2007
12/13/2007
12/13/2007
12/13/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/13/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/13/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/13/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/13/2007

12:30 Arthur

Action Heros

Buddies
Hawk
Here Today Gone Tomorrow
Dog's Camping Adventure

CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

E
C
G

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC

CC

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Trip to Green Island/ Give Me newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
a Call
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Moountain Medley
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
Giant Octopus to the rescue
beyond.
Sphere
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.
Wendy's Moving Company/
Bob's Bucket/ Bob's Metal
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Detector/ Scoop's Shapes
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
At the Cement Yard
The thrill of machines and how they work.
Popular Girls/ Buster's
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Growing Grudge
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C
C
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C
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C
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C
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12/13/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Papier M‰chŽ Monster

12/13/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

The More Things Change

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

Charles the Athlete
Let It A, B, C

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Oogleberry Ink Dog
Skunk

12/13/2007

14:30 Bali

Roll Camera, Action!

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

Party Hats
Frog in My Throat

12/13/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/13/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/13/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/13/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Flight Program/ Mirror, Mirror, newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
in the Dump
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Spotless Record
very own branch line.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
You're Invited
kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Want to Cook
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.

12/13/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

Mining Melody

12/13/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/13/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

The Red Tide
T-Bone Ð Dog about Town/
Clifford's Big Heart

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom

Shark

12/13/2007

17:10 TD Reading Rangers

Ring of Elverb

12/13/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/13/2007

17:30 Arthur

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

17:55 Tumbletown Tales
18:00 Spellz

CC

C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

CC
CC

C
C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C
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C
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C
C

CC
CC

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

C

C
C
C

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
Dad's Big Blunder
and sometimes sincerely awful.
Hide and Snake/ Muffy's New The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Best Friend
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
Master of Degrees
mathematical skills.
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

12/13/2007

12/13/2007
12/13/2007
12/13/2007

The League of Super
18:25 Citizens
18:30 Art Attack
18:55 Mark's Moments

12/13/2007

19:00 e2 design

12/13/2007
12/13/2007

19:30 e2 design
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/13/2007

21:00 Fields of Gold

12/13/2007

22:00 Masterworks
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

12/13/2007

12/14/2007

Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.

18:15 Backyard Science

Honesty

Nifty Girl is trying out some new headgear. When she asks her Super Citizen friends to
comment on it, they find it difficult to give an honest opinion. Meanwhile, Professor Atlas
is alarmed by what he sees on the security camera: a young citizen in a convenience
store getting too much change back when she buys gum ... and neglecting to point out
the mistake to the store clerk. Everyone asks: Is that honest?
CC
CC

Max
One of the world's most chaotic cities has been transformed into a model of civic-minded
and sustainable urban planning with public transportation, greenways, megalibraries and
Bogot‡: Building a Sustainable the longest stretch of bike-only lanes in the world, but only with tremendous opposition
City 3 of 6
from the people it was designed to help.
New York City's public housing developments often ignore the social and cultural
characteristics of the communities who live in them. Third-generationdeveloper Jonathan
Affordable Green Housing 4 of Rose putting sustainability within reach of public housing resident in Irvington, Harlem
6
and the Bronx.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Anna Friel plays press photographer Lucia and Phil Davis the world-weary journalist
Lodge who find themselves investigating the sinister connections between government,
big business and biotechnology.
French artist, author, and comic strip illustrator Jean Giraud achieved his greatest fame
and influence.as Moebius Ð not so much a pseudonym as an alter ego. In 1975, his
comic magazine MŽtal Hurlant shook up the world of bourgeois French comics and
Moebius Redux: A Life in
American superheroes, creating a new "grown-up" way of looking at the comic strip art
Pictures
form.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Anna Friel plays press photographer Lucia and Phil Davis the world-weary journalist
Lodge who find themselves investigating the sinister connections between government,
big business and biotechnology.

12/14/2007

0:00 Fields of Gold
Masterworks Late Night :
The Private Life of a
1:00 Masterpiece

12/14/2007

2:00 e2 design

12/14/2007
12/14/2007
12/14/2007

2:30 e2 design
3:00 To be announced
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Time for Everything
O Canada

12/14/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Go Fish

12/14/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Rockin' Letter R

Dutch artist Jan Vermeer produced only 34 paintings. The Art of Painting combines many
Vermeer's The Art of Painting skills, from painting on fabric to an almost impossible use of perspective.
CC
One of the world's most chaotic cities has been transformed into a model of civic-minded
and sustainable urban planning with public transportation, greenways, megalibraries and
Bogot‡: Building a Sustainable the longest stretch of bike-only lanes in the world, but only with tremendous opposition
City 3 of 6
from the people it was designed to help.
New York City's public housing developments often ignore the social and cultural
characteristics of the communities who live in them. Third-generationdeveloper Jonathan
Affordable Green Housing 4 of Rose putting sustainability within reach of public housing resident in Irvington, Harlem
6
and the Bronx.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
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E
C
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E
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R

E

R

R

R

C
E

C
C

12/14/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/14/2007
12/14/2007
12/14/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

On the Fritz/ Great Obstacle
Course
Attack of the Turbo Tibbles/
D.W. Tricks the Tooth Fairy
Waterlogged
Poster Perfect

12/14/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Hiccups

12/14/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/14/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Leatherback

12/14/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

A Day at the Beach

12/14/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

ABC Animals

12/14/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Not Very Well

12/14/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Don't Want to Share

12/14/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

The Return of the Rat

12/14/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Rat

12/14/2007
12/14/2007
12/14/2007
12/14/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/14/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/14/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/14/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

Health and Fitness

H2O
Lynx

An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC

Nobody's Perfect
Nightlight

CC

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Quack and the Very Big Rock/ newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Shadow Play
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Dueling Sundaes
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
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Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
Jack's Super Swell Sing Along their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

C

Number 7

C

Seven chefs use seven pizza pies to help kids learn about the wonderful number seven.

CC

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/14/2007

12:30 Arthur

12/14/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

12/14/2007

The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

12/14/2007

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/14/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

12/14/2007

Roley to the Rescue/ Sing-along Bird/ Spud the Musketeer/
Spud in the Clouds
At the Waterfront
Arthur's Treasure Hunt/ The
Return of the King

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
Dog Guides
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
Paddinton Goes Underground/
Paddington Iin the Ring/ Mr.
Curry Lets Off
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Traveller
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Mama, Don't Go
kindergarten.
Rupert and the Cloud
Shepherd

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Tongue Twister
Donkey

12/14/2007

14:30 Bali

It's Wrong to Cheat!

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

Let's Jump
The Puddle Jumper

12/14/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

Bridge the Gap/ Meeting
Halfway

12/14/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

Toby's Windmill

12/14/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

Friendship

12/14/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/14/2007
12/14/2007
12/14/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

12/14/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/14/2007
12/14/2007
12/14/2007

12/14/2007

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
very own branch line.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
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16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
I Thought I Saw a Sea Serpent exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
Who Me Jealous?/ A Bunny in
a Haystack

C
C
E

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Hippo
Kitten Caper

CC
CC

C
C

Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC

C

17:15 Miss BG

I Don't Like Autumn
Chef Sheep
Supersize Me Boffo

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?

CC

C
C

Pick Me!

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

C

12/14/2007

17:30 Arthur

The Curse of the Grebes/
Arthur Changes Gear

12/14/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/14/2007

18:00 The Shak

Party

12/14/2007

18:25 Minuscule

Quiet

12/14/2007

18:30 George Shrinks

George's Apprentice

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

12/14/2007
12/14/2007

12/15/2007

12/15/2007

Around the World In 80
19:00 Treasures
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

Bosnia to France and Home

21:00 Heartbeat
Allan Gregg in
22:00 Conversation

Vendetta

22:30 Film 101
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

A Double Header

0:00 Heartbeat

Irshad Manji

Vendetta

The Swimmer (1968)

12/15/2007

1:00 World Cinema
The Agenda with Steve
3:00 Paikin
Allan Gregg in
4:00 Conversation

12/15/2007

4:30 Film 101

12/15/2007

5:00 Big Ideas

12/15/2007

6:00 Little Bear

A Double Header
H. Jay Melosh: Death of the
Dinos: Giant Impacts and
Biological Crises
I'll Be You, You Be Me/ Frog in
My Throat/ The Puddle
Jumper

12/15/2007

6:25 Cotoons

Puppets

12/15/2007

Irshad Manji

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
From their secret clubhouse the Shaksters Ð Curio, the science and computer wizard;
Nitro, the sports addict; Eco, the animal lover and environmentalist; and Picasso, the arty
pop culture buff Ð break into boring adult TV and transmit their own stories on subjects
kids want to know about.
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
CC
The rebuilt bridge in Mostar, Bosnia-Herzegovina spans the Christian and Muslim worlds.
Dan visits the Parthenon of Athens and Rome's Pantheon and also the Florentine chapel
of the Medici princes, The Alhambra and Chartres Cathedral. And Dan Cruickshank
reflects on the journey.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Blaketon is attacked when he helps a guest at the Aidensfield Arms search for her son.
Peggy celebrates her birthday with a date with an old friend. Walker pressures Bellamy
about his troubles.
CC
Irshad Manji is the author of The Trouble with Islam Today.
Directors Penny Marshall (A League of Their Own, 1992) and John Sayles (Eight Men
Out, 1988) discuss bringing the real-life drama of America's favourite pastime, baseball,
to the big screen.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Blaketon is attacked when he helps a guest at the Aidensfield Arms search for her son.
Peggy celebrates her birthday with a date with an old friend. Walker pressures Bellamy
about his troubles.
A wealthy middle-aged man takes a revelatory journey home through his Connecticut
neighbours' backyard pools. Starring Burt Lancaster, Janice Rule, and Janet Landgard.
Directed by Frank Perry. Based on the short story by John Cheever.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Irshad Manji is the author of The Trouble with Islam Today.
Directors Penny Marshall (A League of Their Own, 1992) and John Sayles (Eight Men
Out, 1988) discuss bringing the real-life drama of America's favourite pastime, baseball,
to the big screen.
A hot new theory on the KT extinction of the dinosaurs 65 million years ago. And H. Jay
Melosh, professor of theoretical geophysics at the University of Arizona asks if humanity
is headed for a similar fate.
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The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
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12/15/2007

Elliot Moose Animated
6:30 Shorts

A Crazy Mixed-up Lion

12/15/2007
12/15/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:40 Siamese Cat
6:50 Woofy

Fur Cut
Mistaken Dogdentity

12/15/2007

Clock Doctors

12/15/2007

6:55 Tigga and Togga
Gis le's Big Backyard
7:00 Show

12/15/2007
12/15/2007
12/15/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
7:10 World
7:25 The Farm
7:25 Don't Sit Still

Who Stole the Big Wide
World?
Rabbit
Move Your Body 2

12/15/2007
12/15/2007

7:30 Dora the Explorer
7:55 Mighty Machines

Hide and Go Seek
At the Ski Hill

12/15/2007

8:00 Hi-5

Wonderful Treasures and
Wonderful News

12/15/2007

12/15/2007

8:25 I Dare You
The Incredible Adventures
8:25 of Enviro Girl
Drip Dry
Mama Mirabelle's Home
Kings and Queens of the
8:30 Movies
Savannah

12/15/2007

8:45 Corduroy Bear

12/15/2007

12/15/2007

High in the Sky

Toothache

8:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/15/2007
12/15/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:30 Word World

Blinky Barnes, Art Expert/
Arthur's Lucky Pencil
Dog Wants to Play Ball

12/15/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Harvest Festival

12/15/2007

9:55 Tigga and Togga

Squeaky Clean

12/15/2007
12/15/2007

10:00 Go, Diego, Go!
10:25 Mark's Moments

12/15/2007
12/15/2007

10:30 Zoboomafoo
10:55 The Woods

The Iguana Sing Along
Max

Fearfest
Lynx

Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
world.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

C

C
C

C

Gis le and her friends explore the sky.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
CC
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC

G

C
C
E

C
C

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC

C

CC

E

CC
Corduroy Bear and his best friend Lisa inhabit a bustling, vibrant city landscape full of
diverse people. They also have a world of their own making, where soap flakes become a
snowstorm and an escalator turns into a mountain.
CC

C

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
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12/15/2007

11:00 Lilly

Lilly and the Giant Insects

12/15/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig

12/15/2007

The Adventures of
11:30 Paddington Bear

Windy Autumn Day
Paddington Goes to the
Dentist/ Paddington's
Dinosaurs/ Paddington First

12/15/2007

11:55 Minuscule

It Never Rains but it Poors

12/15/2007

12:00 Babar

Adventures on Big Island

12/15/2007
12/15/2007

12:25 Tigga and Togga
12:30 Spellz

Chicken Dance

12/15/2007

12:45 Backyard Science

12/15/2007

13:00 Miss BG

Photo Album/ TV Curfew

12/15/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

The Mighty Period

12/15/2007

13:30 George Shrinks

From Bad to Worse

12/15/2007

13:55 I Dare You

12/15/2007

14:00 Arthur

Grandma Thora Appreciation
Day/ Fern's Slumber Party

12/15/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

Drawn and Quartet

12/15/2007

14:30 Horseland

A True Gift

12/15/2007

14:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/15/2007

15:00 SWAP-TV

12/15/2007

15:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/15/2007
12/15/2007

15:30 The Saddle Club
15:55 The Bodies

12/15/2007

16:00 Big Ideas

12/15/2007

17:00 Galapagos
Allan Gregg in
18:00 Conversation

12/15/2007

Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC

CC
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.
Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
Four kids become best of friends as they learn about horsemanship in Horseland, a
special place where the horses and stable animals talk Ð at least to each other!

Irshad Manji is the author of The Trouble with Islam Today.
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It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
Canadian kids from different backgrounds switch lives for a few days, taking on each
Home Schooled and Boarding other's hobbies and chores. In the process they expand their knowledge and learn
Schooled
something about the cultural and social diversity of Canada.
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Girlfriend
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Lisa, Carole and Stevie form the Saddle Club, vowing to remain horse crazy and to help
Horse Shy
others.
The Bodies Diner
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Microcredit expert and consultant Eric Thurman discusses the ideas behind his book A
Billion Boostraps, explaining how small loans have enabled impoverished people to start
Eric Thurman: The Microcredit businesses, support ther families, and improve local economies. The microcredit
Revolution
revolution is giving hope for the future to millions around the world.
Islands That Changed the
Charles Darwin developed many of his theories about evolution based on his
World 2 of 3
observations in the Galapagos.
CC
Irshad Manji
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12/15/2007

18:30 Film 101

A Double Header

12/15/2007

19:00 National Geographic

Eye of the Leopard

12/15/2007
12/15/2007
12/15/2007

Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
22:00 Movies : The Interviews

12/16/2007

Saturday Night at the
22:30 Movies
Saturday Night at the
0:00 Movies : The Interviews

12/16/2007

Saturday Night at the
0:30 Movies

12/15/2007

12/16/2007
12/16/2007

Saturday Night at the
2:30 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
3:00 Movies : The Interviews

Rocky (1976)

Requiem for a Heavyweight
(1962)

A Double Header

A look at society's underdogs as portrayed in the boxing film.
Directors Penny Marshall (A League of Their Own, 1992) and John Sayles (Eight Men
Out, 1988) discuss bringing the real-life drama of America's favourite pastime, baseball,
to the big screen.

Saturday Night at the
4:15 Movies : Film 101
5:00 Big Ideas
6:00 Polka Dot Shorts
6:10 Little Bear

Polka-Hic
Mother Bear's Button

12/16/2007

6:20 Grandpa's Garden

Winter Birds

12/16/2007

6:25 Elliot Moose

12/16/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
6:50 World

12/16/2007

8:00 Bob the Builder

G

A Double Header

Eight Men Out (1988)

12/16/2007
12/16/2007
12/16/2007
12/16/2007

7:00 Mustard Pancakes
7:30 Tommy Zoom
7:40 ToddWorld

A look at society's underdogs as portrayed in the boxing film.
A washed-up prizefighter (Anthony Quinn) is forced out of the ring. The screen adaptation
of Rod Serling's 1956 teleplay also stars Jackie Gleason, Mickey Rooney, and Julie
Harris. With cameos by real-life boxers Jack Dempsey and Cassius Clay (Muhammad
Ali).
CC
A look at society's underdogs as portrayed in the boxing film.
Bitter at their miserly owner, the Chicago White Sox agree to throw the 1919 World
Series. Starring John Cusack as Buck Weaver, D.B. Sweeney as Shoeless Joe Jackson,
and director John Sayles as sportswriter Ring Lardner.
CC
Directors Penny Marshall (A League of Their Own, 1992) and John Sayles (Eight Men
Out, 1988) discuss bringing the real-life drama of America's favourite pastime, baseball,
to the big screen.
CC

12/16/2007

12/16/2007
12/16/2007
12/16/2007

14+

E

R

R

Theme: Going the Distance

Saturday Night at the
3:25 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
3:55 Movies : The Interviews

12/16/2007

Directors Penny Marshall (A League of Their Own, 1992) and John Sayles (Eight Men
Out, 1988) discuss bringing the real-life drama of America's favourite pastime, baseball,
to the big screen.
CC
A leopardess wanders with her cub through the palm forests and swamps of the
Okavango Delta. Hre, there are two dominant species, and she isnÕt one of them. She
steps away from the crushing feet of elephants, and avoids the lions whose roars split the
night.
A small time boxer gets a million-to-one shot at fame in a bout with the heavyweight
champion. Starring Sylvester Stallone, Talia Shire, Burt Young, and Carl Weathers.
Directed by John G. Avildsen.
CC

A Double Header

A look at society's underdogs as portrayed in the boxing film.
Directors Penny Marshall (A League of Their Own, 1992) and John Sayles (Eight Men
Out, 1988) discuss bringing the real-life drama of America's favourite pastime, baseball,
to the big screen.
With host Andrew Moodie.
Marigold and Humpty try to help Polkaroo get rid of his hiccups.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.

14+
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E
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C
C

Children play, do chores and learn about plants and animals, the weather and other
fascinating subjects in their grandfather's growing garden.
CC
Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
world.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
The Many Moons of Quack the newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Duck
Taj Mahal.
CC

United We Stand Devine Ed
We Fall

R

CC
CC
CC

Who's Your Best Friend
Mr. Bentley Ð Dogsitter/ Sporty
Spud/ Racing Muck/ Muck's
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Short Cut
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
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12/16/2007
12/16/2007

8:20 Tigga and Togga
8:25 Art Alive

12/16/2007

8:30 Zoboomafoo

12/16/2007
12/16/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:25 The Bodies

12/16/2007

9:30 The Upside Down Show

12/16/2007

9:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/16/2007
12/16/2007

10:00 Charlie and Lola
10:10 Don't Sit Still

12/16/2007

10:15 Bali

12/16/2007

10:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/16/2007

The League of Super
10:55 Citizens

12/16/2007

11:00 Babar

12/16/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig
Mama Mirabelle's Home
11:30 Movies

12/16/2007

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Camp Song
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Hand
Children demonstrate arts and crafts projects that come to life.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
World of Legs
respect the creatures we share the world with.
D.W. Tale Spin/ Prunella Gets The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
It Twice
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
Oh No, No Go
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Walking on the ceiling? No problem. Going backwards in slow motion? A cinch. From
their fantastical living room with more doors than walls. Shane and Dave hand an
imaginary remote control to kids at home so they can "control" the duo's motions,
exercisIng kids' imaginations and teaching them concepts such as horizontal and vertical,
Airport
humongous and minute.
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Special Thing
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Charlie and Lola are brother and sister. This fun-filled animated series tells how they
How Many More Minutes
handle the little issues that young children encounter every day.
Move Your Body 2
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
I'm Upset
friends.
In the Spotlight/ Fritz on the
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Move
Kindergarten.
Every Super Citizen has a special quality. Atomic Guy is lightning fast, Fly Girl is bold
and fearless, and the Professor is a brilliant inventor. Poor Nifty Girl can only watch in
envy, right? Instead, she slaves tirelessly at inventing for herself a pair of super mindreading, x-ray glasses. Trouble is, she's already produced dozens of failed prototypes.
Perseverence
Will she have the perseverance to see it through?
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Land of Pirates
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
Picnic
in muddy puddles.

C
C
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C

CC
CC

C
E
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C
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CC
CC

C
E

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

I Spy

12/16/2007

11:40 Minuscule

The Mosquito

12/16/2007
12/16/2007

11:50 The Koala Brothers
12:00 Word Girl

Sammy's Bad Day
Jerky Jerk/ Becky's Birthday

12/16/2007
12/16/2007
12/16/2007

12:25 TD Reading Rangers
12:30 A World of Wonders
12:45 Bottle Top Bill

Reading Rangers
Lost in Petra
The Snow Monster

12/16/2007

12:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/16/2007

13:00 Miss BG

Holiday Tree House/ Best
Christmas Ever

12/16/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

Nouning Around

C
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
From their isolated homestead in the Australian outback, the Koala brothers fly out on
daily patrol in their aeroplane, looking for anyone in need of help.

C
CC

C
C

CC
CC

C
C

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
CC

C

C
C

12/16/2007
12/16/2007

13:30 George Shrinks
Duck Soup
The Incredible Adventures
13:55 of Enviro Girl
Music Video

12/16/2007

14:00 Lilly

Lilly and the Musketeers

12/16/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

12/16/2007
12/16/2007

The Adventures of
14:30 Paddington Bear
14:55 The Bodies

Current Sea-Worthy
Paddington Turns Detective/
Seeing Is Believing/ A Visit to
the Theatre
Snack Attack

12/16/2007

15:00 Fun Food Frenzy

12/16/2007

15:30 CG Kids

12/16/2007

15:55 TD Reading Rangers

12/16/2007

16:00 Big Ideas

12/16/2007

17:00

12/16/2007

18:00 Heads Up!
Reach for the Top
18:30 Nationals

12/16/2007

George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.

CC

C

CC

E

Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
CC

C

This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
This cooking show for kids features foods kids love to eat and will love even more to
North Pole
make. Safety and health are ingredients in every recipe.
Discover Canada with Jennifer Raciot and Jamie Shannon. Each program includes
"Triviology," in which the hosts pose a question to viewers about the area they are
visiting; "Jay's Gee! Ology," which provides interesting facts about the environment and
landscape of the featured area; and "Fantastic Fact," giving one interesting fact that
Acadia
makes the region unique.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
Rangers! The Musical
helping hand.
Microcredit expert and consultant Eric Thurman discusses the ideas behind his book A
Billion Boostraps, explaining how small loans have enabled impoverished people to start
Eric Thurman: The Microcredit businesses, support ther families, and improve local economies. The microcredit
Revolution
revolution is giving hope for the future to millions around the world.
A leopardess wanders with her cub through the palm forests and swamps of the
Okavango Delta. Here, there are two dominant species, and she isnÕt one of them. She
steps away from the crushing feet of elephants, and avoids the lions whose roars split the
Eye of the Leopard
night.
Mission planners have to work out some tricky manoeuvres before launching a space
probe to a planet or an asteroid. Astronauts describe the thrill of a rocket launch while
How Do We Get around in
Superman demonstrates how rockets stay in orbit. Then figure skaters show how easy it
Space?
is to miss another planet completely!

12/16/2007

19:00 Wild at Heart

Canoeing Pitt Lake

12/16/2007

19:30 Wild at Heart

Mountaineering in Garabaldi

12/16/2007

20:00 The Choir

1 of 3

12/16/2007

21:00 Jane Austen

Northanger Abbey

12/16/2007

22:40 The View From Here

Chichester's Choice

G
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C
E
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C

CC

C

CC

C

R

CC

Sara, city slicker and self-proclaimed "outdoor un-enthusiast," joins three other urbanites
on a canoe and camping trip at Pitt Lake, discovering 3000-year-old cliffside pictographs,
camping bythe gorgeous and mysterious Widgeon Slough - and Sara's worst fear - using
a wilderness outhouse.
CC
Gurminder was raised in a family perplexed about why anyone would think it fun to live in
the bush. Now Gurminder and three other outdoor neophytes discover the real Whistler
backcountry, scaling steep glaciers on the ascent to the dramatic ridgeline approaching
the peak of Fissile Mountain.
CC
London Symphony Orchestra choirmaster Gareth Malone wants to uncover the raw
singing talent in a typical British school and, in just nine months, create a choir that is
good enough to compete in The World Choir Games in China. Step forward Northolt High
School in Middlesex.
The simple but beautiful Catherine Morland is forced to choose between love and money
when she enters the social-climbing world of Bath society. Geraldine James is the voice
of Jane Austen.
Toronto independent fillmmaker Simonee Chichester's father abandoned his wife and
daughter when she was six. When she hears he is homeless and dying of tuberculosis on
the streets of Sao Paolo, she decides to go in search of him Ð and to document the
process.

E

E

E

E
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12/17/2007

0:00 Human Edge

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

1:00 Masterworks
Allan Gregg in
2:00 Conversation

Irshad Manji

12/17/2007

2:30 Film 101

A Double Header

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

Northanger Abbey

12/17/2007

3:00 Jane Austen
4:30 Reach for the Top
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

The Explorers Club
O Canada

12/17/2007

6:20 Cotoons

The First Violin

12/17/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Slippery Letter S

12/17/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
The Big Backyard Book
6:45 Club

12/17/2007

Badal

Moebius Redux: A Life in
Pictures

Two for Tea

12/17/2007
12/17/2007
12/17/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

Double Tibble Trouble/
Arthur's Almost Live Not Real
Music Festival
Pies, Pies, Pies!
Special Delivery

12/17/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Copycat

12/17/2007

8:00 Hi-5

Team Sports

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/17/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Luseal and Ethel

12/17/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Chuga Chuga Choo Choo

12/17/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Best Friends

12/17/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Snow

Palestinian filmmaker Ibitsam Marana explores the tension between tradition and modern
life as her aunt attempts to negotiate a badal, a matchmaking process in which two
members of one family marry two from another, for her widowed son.
CC
French artist, author, and comic strip illustrator Jean Giraud achieved his greatest fame
and influence.as Moebius Ð not so much a pseudonym as an alter ego. In 1975, his
comic magazine MŽtal Hurlant shook up the world of bourgeois French comics and
American superheroes, creating a new "grown-up" way of looking at the comic strip art
form.
Irshad Manji is the author of The Trouble with Islam Today.
Directors Penny Marshall (A League of Their Own, 1992) and John Sayles (Eight Men
Out, 1988) discuss bringing the real-life drama of America's favourite pastime, baseball,
to the big screen.
CC
The simple but beautiful Catherine Morland is forced to choose between love and money
when she enters the social-climbing world of Bath society. Geraldine James is the voice
of Jane Austen.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
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12/17/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Don't Like Worms

12/17/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Cha-Siu Bow Wow

12/17/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Serval

12/17/2007
12/17/2007
12/17/2007
12/17/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/17/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/17/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/17/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/17/2007

Families
Mantis
Things That Yip, Howl and
Screech in the Night
Duck's First Sleepover

Little Bad Wolf

12/17/2007

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/17/2007

12:30 Arthur

Number 8
Trix's Tiles/ Mrs. Potts' Paint
Pots/ Bob's Pizza/ Spud Goes
Apple Picking
In the Snowstorm
Attack of the Turbo Tibbles/
D.W. Tricks the Tooth Fairy

12/17/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook
The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

Go Carting
A Visit to the Bank/ A Spot of
Fishing/ Bear's Job Week

12/17/2007

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Hole

12/17/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

Making New Friends

12/17/2007

Rupert and the Magic Carpet

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

A Suitcase for Mr. D
Emu

12/17/2007

14:30 Bali

Too Many Stories!

C

C

C

C
C
C
E

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Current Events/ Quack Loses newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
His Hat
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Rainy Day
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

12/17/2007

Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC

C

G

C

Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

C

Kids make cookies to learn about the wonderful number eight.

C

CC

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.

CC

C
C
C

C
C

Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.

G
CC

C

CC

C

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
CC
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
CC

C
C

C

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

14:45 Cotoons
The Big Backyard Book
14:50 Club

Punky's Sunset

The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC

12/17/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/17/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/17/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/17/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/17/2007
12/17/2007
12/17/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

12/17/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/17/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Peep Plants a Seed/ The Root newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Problem
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Bad Day at Castle Loch
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
The Greatest
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Don't Want Nits
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Rocket to the Moon
CC
Chocoholics
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
Beth's Backfire
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Clothes Don't Make the Dog/
Short-Changed

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Ostrich
Eloise

12/17/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/17/2007

17:30 Arthur

Hard Lesson
Blinky vs. Blinky/ Operation:
D.W.

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!
18:00 Fetch! with Ruff Ruffman

12/17/2007

18:30 George Shrinks

If I Ran the Circus

12/17/2007

19:00 Time Team
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

Gordon's Lodge

12/17/2007

12/17/2007

21:00 Midsomer Murders

Sins of Commission 2 of 2

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.
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C
C
C
C
C
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C
C

Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
CC
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
CC
The team is called to Gordon's Lodge, where Pat and Jonathan operate an archaeology
school. The students have unearthed what could be a two-storey manor house.
Speculation is that it belonged to a noble in revolt against King John in the very violent
12th century.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
When a blackout at the literary festival reception creates an opportunity for a second
murder, Barnaby begins an investigation that uncovers a hotbed of corruption, sexual
scandal and financial mismanagement. And Cully is dating a man with a criminal past
who may be involved with the events at Midsomer St Michael.

CC
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C

E

14+

12/17/2007
12/17/2007

22:00 Monarchy
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

The Glorious Revolution

12/18/2007

0:00 Midsomer Murders

Sins of Commission 2 of 2

12/18/2007

1:00 Monarchy

The Glorious Revolution

12/18/2007

2:00 Time Team

Gordon's Lodge

12/18/2007

3:00 Rosemary and Thyme

And No Birds Sing

12/18/2007

Arabica and the Early Spider

12/18/2007

4:00 Rosemary and Thyme
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

A Collar of Time
O Canada

12/18/2007

6:20 Cotoons

12/18/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Terrific Letter T

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/18/2007
12/18/2007
12/18/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

Three's a Crowd/ "A" Is for
Angry
Dog Wants to Play Ball
Happy Birthday

12/18/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The New King

12/18/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/18/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Tulip's Tricycle

Having a Wonderful Time

When James II mishandled attempts to promote toleration for Catholics, Parliament
invited his Dutch son-in-law to invade. Though less well remembered than the Norman
Conquest, the Dutch invasion of 1688, led by another William, had consequences just as
momentous.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
When a blackout at the literary festival reception creates an opportunity for a second
murder, Barnaby begins an investigation that uncovers a hotbed of corruption, sexual
scandal and financial mismanagement. And Cully is dating a man with a criminal past
who may be involved with the events at Midsomer St Michael.
When James II mishandled attempts to promote toleration for Catholics, Parliament
invited his Dutch son-in-law to invade. Though less well remembered than the Norman
Conquest, the Dutch invasion of 1688, led by another William, had consequences just as
momentous.
The team is called to Gordon's Lodge, where Pat and Jonathan operate an archaeology
school. The students have unearthed what could be a two-storey manor house.
Speculation is that it belonged to a noble in revolt against King John in the very violent
12th century.
Rosemary Boxer and Laura Thyme discover they share more than a love of gardening
when a suspicious fatal car accident brings them together at the home of wealthy
businessman suffering from a strange skin disorder and a garden of sick trees. As they
tend the trees, the ever-inquisitive pair spot a poisonous plant and a housekeeper who
looks strangely familiar.
When Rosemary and Laura set out to create a wild garden at pop star Nev Connolly's
grandiose Gothic mansion, they discover bones belonging to a racehorse and a young
woman. It appears that the house holds many secrets, which someone is anxious to keep
hidden.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
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14+

R

R
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E
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14+

CC

E

R

R

CC
CC

The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. HiTeam Player
5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
My Squid's Bigger Than Yours exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
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12/18/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Bicycle Built for Two

12/18/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Star Mountain

12/18/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Windy Castle

12/18/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want My Voice Back

12/18/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

The Cat and the Wind

12/18/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Tiger

12/18/2007
12/18/2007
12/18/2007
12/18/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/18/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/18/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

Night Light/ Sounds Like

12/18/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Camp Song

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/18/2007

12:30 Arthur

The Iguana Sing Along
In/Out
Mr. Beasley's Vegetable
Patch/ Roley's Rock Garden/
Spud's Big Splash/ Wendy's
Watering Can
Where Does the Snow Go?
Double Tibble Trouble/
Arthur's Almost Live Not Real
Music Festival

12/18/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Making Soap

12/18/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

George-Lo-Phone

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

Timothy Goes to School
Rainy Day Children

12/18/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes

Green Creatures
Moose
You Must Have Been a
Beautiful Baby
One Hat Fits All

Jumpin' Jake's Song

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
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CC
CC
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Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.

C
C

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC

C
C

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
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C
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12/18/2007

14:25 The Farm

Goat

Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
I'm Not Sharing
friends.
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
Cleaning up Can Be Fun
no friends to play with?
CC
Family Bath Time
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Hide and Go Peep/ A Peep of newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
a Different Colour
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Rheneas and the
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Rollercoaster
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Abracadabra
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Want My New Shoes
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Dishwashing Ditty
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
I Thought I Sw a Sea Serpent exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
The Kibble Crook/ Screaming
for Ice Cream

12/18/2007

14:30 Bali

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

12/18/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/18/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/18/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/18/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

12/18/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

12/18/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/18/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom

Chicken

12/18/2007

17:10 TD Reading Rangers

Nouning Around

12/18/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/18/2007

17:30 Arthur

Boys and Girls
Buster's Breathless/ Fright
Stuff

12/18/2007
12/18/2007

17:55 Tumbletown Tales
18:00 Word Girl

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

CC

Best Team in Tumbletown

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
CC
Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.

Rosy

A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
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12/18/2007

18:25 Minuscule

12/18/2007

18:30 Michaela's Wild Challenge

12/18/2007

18:55 Wise Weather Whys

Rain Shadows

12/18/2007

19:00 Great Canadian Parks

Pacific Rim National Park

Michaela Strachan undertakes wildlife-related dares.
CC
Meteorologist Richard Zurawski brings to life the mysteries and drama of Earth's weather
and the people whose discoveries help us forecast what it's going to do be like today,
tomorrow or next month.
CC
On this misty edge of Vancouver Island, the powerful force of the Pacific Ocean batters
lush old-growth forests, steep cliffs and secluded beaches. The West Coast trail, first laid
out as a life-saving trail for shipwreck survivors, is one of the most challenging and most
popular wilderness hikes in Canada. Grey whales stop here en route to feeding grounds
further north.
CC

C
C
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12/18/2007

The Three Rivers

12/18/2007

19:30 Great Canadian Rivers
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/18/2007

21:00

Magnificent 7

12/18/2007

22:30 The Choir
The Agenda with Steve
23:30 Paikin

1 of 3

12/18/2007

12/19/2007

0:30

Magnificent 7

12/19/2007

Around The World In 80
2:00 Treasures

Bosnia to France and Home

12/19/2007

3:00 Great Canadian Parks

Pacific Rim National Park

The Three Rivers watershed consists of the Montague/Valleyfield, Brudenell and
Cardigan rivers in eastern Prince Edward Island. Each finger-like corridor begins as a
trickle and flows southeasterly, gaining momentum as it empty into Cardigan Bay, once a
major shipbuilding centre and now with a thriving mussel fishery. The freshwater basins
and tidal estuaries create a blend of habitats where shorebirds flourish.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Helena Bonham Carter stars in the true story of Maggi, a mother of seven kids, four of
whom are autistic. Over the course of a year the family experiences laughter and
heartbreak, embarrassment and triumphs. Throughout they remain a family --and life is
never dreary.
London Symphony Orchestra choirmaster Gareth Malone wants to uncover the raw
singing talent in a typical British school and, in just nine months, create a choir that is
good enough to compete in The World Choir Games in China. Step forward Northolt High
School in Middlesex.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Helena Bonham Carter stars in the true story of Maggi, a mother of seven kids, four of
whom are autistic. Over the course of a year the family experiences laughter and
heartbreak, embarrassment and triumphs. Throughout they remain a family --and life is
never dreary.
The rebuilt bridge in Mostar, Bosnia-Herzegovina spans the Christian and Muslim worlds.
Dan visits the Parthenon of Athens and Rome's Pantheon and also the Florentine chapel
of the Medici princes, The Alhambra and Chartres Cathedral. And Dan Cruickshank
reflects on the journey.
On this misty edge of Vancouver Island, the powerful force of the Pacific Ocean batters
lush old-growth forests, steep cliffs and secluded beaches. The West Coast trail, first laid
out as a life-saving trail for shipwreck survivors, is one of the most challenging and most
popular wilderness hikes in Canada. Grey whales stop here en route to feeding grounds
further north.
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R
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The Taketombo
What Scared Sue Ellen?/
Clarissa Is Cracked
Sh-Sh-Shark!

The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC

3:30 Great Canadian Rivers

The Three Rivers

12/19/2007

The Language of Flowers

12/19/2007

4:00 Rosemary and Thyme
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

The Birds, the Bees, and the
Silkworms
O Canada

12/19/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Apple Juice

12/19/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Unstoppable Letter U

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World

R

R

The Three Rivers watershed consists of the Montague/Valleyfield, Brudenell and
Cardigan rivers in eastern Prince Edward Island. Each finger-like corridor begins as a
trickle and flows southeasterly, gaining momentum as it empty into Cardigan Bay, once a
major shipbuilding centre and now with a thriving mussel fishery. The freshwater basins
and tidal estuaries create a blend of habitats where shorebirds flourish.
CC
Laura and Rosemary are asked to restore an ornate water garden cascade in a dell at a
health spa. But when the owner is found murdered, they discover that the arrangement of
the flowers in the dell unlocks a painful family secret.
CC
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC

12/19/2007

14+
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12/19/2007
12/19/2007

7:45 Ellen's Acres
7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

Yard Sale
The Other Monkey

12/19/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/19/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Distress Call

12/19/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Leaky Pipe Band

12/19/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

The Swiping Machine

12/19/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

My Cousin Chloe

12/19/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want My Tent

12/19/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

On the Run

12/19/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Uakari

12/19/2007
12/19/2007
12/19/2007
12/19/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/19/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/19/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/19/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/19/2007

12/19/2007

Animal Teams

Super Lemur
Mouse
Kings and Queens of the
Savannah
Happy Birthday Dog

The Windy Day/ Peep Feet

CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

C
G

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC

CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.

12:30 Arthur

Snowman Stomp
The Rhea is an Animal
Rescuer
Above/Below
Trix and the Otters/ Lofty and
the Tree Stump/ Bob and the
Badgers/ Bob's Spring
Cleaning
Miniplow Dance
What Scared Sue Ellen?/
Clarissa Is Cracked

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

On a Safari

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
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12/19/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

Down on the Bayou

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

Yoko
Sherlock Juniors

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

The Dancing Princess
Turkey

12/19/2007

14:30 Bali

You're Mean!

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

Punky Plays by Himself
Winter Wonderland

12/19/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

That's a Cat/ Faster than a
Duck

12/19/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

Salty's Stormy Tale

12/19/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

Two for Tea

12/19/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

I Want My Snail

12/19/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

Chicken Dance

12/19/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/19/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Tunnel Vision
My Best Friend/ Cleo's Fair
Share

12/19/2007
12/19/2007
12/19/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom
17:10 ArtBot

12/19/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/19/2007

17:30 Arthur

12/19/2007
12/19/2007

17:55 Pingu
18:00 A World of Wonders

12/19/2007

18:15 Brilliant Creatures

Kangaroo

George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
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C
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C
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C

CC
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C
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A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
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ArtBot is created and programmed to learn about all things art.
CC
Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
Mother's Day
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
CC
Do You Speak George?/ Word The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Girls
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The adventures of Pingu, a lovable little penguin who lives at the South Pole with his
Pingu's Wish
family and friends. In plasticine animation.
The Rainmakers
CC
Entertaining and inventive insights into the lifestyles of some of the world's most intriguing
animals.

C

Mixed Media

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

C
C
C
C
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12/19/2007
12/19/2007

18:30 George Shrinks
18:55 Just a Minute

Becky in Wonderland
William Shakespeare

12/19/2007

Forces of Change 3 of 3

12/19/2007

19:00 Galapagos
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/19/2007

21:00 The Whistleblowers

Pandemic

12/19/2007

22:00 Human Edge
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

China Blue

12/19/2007

12/20/2007

0:00 The Whistleblowers

Pandemic

12/20/2007

1:00 Human Edge

Badal

12/20/2007

2:35 Undersea Explorer

The Coral Reef

12/20/2007

3:25 Rosemary and Thyme

Sweet Angelica

12/20/2007

A Simple Plot

12/20/2007

4:10 Rosemary and Thyme
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Tea for Two
O Canada

12/20/2007

6:20 Cotoons

12/20/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Vivacious Letter V

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/20/2007
12/20/2007
12/20/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

12/20/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/20/2007

8:00 Hi-5

The Parrot

The Shutterbug

George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
Humans have brought change to the precarious ecosystem of the Galapagos, as have
the changing ocean currents and global warming. What does the future hold?
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Two years ago Professor Philip Lewington developed a vaccine to protect against.
Corona X, a mutant strain of a cold virus that can kill. Now the virus is back, and the
panic is rising. Ben and Alisha are more interested in following the money.
What neither China nor the international retail companies want us to see: how the clothes
we buy are actually made. Shot clandestinely in China, under difficult conditions, this film
offers a nuanced and tender portrait of the daily lives of two young workers, Jasmine and
Orchid, and an alarming report on the economic pressures applied by Western
companies and their human consequences.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Two years ago Professor Philip Lewington developed a vaccine to protect against.
Corona X, a mutant strain of a cold virus that can kill. Now the virus is back, and the
panic is rising. Ben and Alisha are more interested in following the money.
Palestinian filmmaker Ibitsam Marana explores the tension between tradition and modern
life as her aunt attempts to negotiate a badal, a matchmaking process in which two
members of one family marry two from another, for her widowed son.
Divers travel to the Cayman Islands and board a deep-sea submersible to explore
shallow coral reefs.
Rosemary and Laura are trying to save dying grass at the Bowden Grange Language
School when a Polish girl goes missing. Then the school handyman is found with his
throat expertly slashed.
When Rosemary and Laura advise a blind professor on blight at his allotment, they get
caught up in his fight to stop the land being sold to developers. Then the professor is
found dead in a pit. He has left his estate to Rosemary.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
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The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC

The "A" Team/ Emily Swallows The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
a Horse
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Snug as a Bug
CC
Dinosaur Lore
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Smell
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

Co-operation

R

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
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Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/20/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

The Red Tide

12/20/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Go-Go Gopher

12/20/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

La Maestra de Mœsica

12/20/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Pancakes

12/20/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want to Win

12/20/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Sagwa's Lucky Bat

12/20/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Viper

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

Can You Feel It?
Otter

Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
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12/20/2007
12/20/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/20/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/20/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/20/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/20/2007

12:30 Arthur

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Newton's Big Adventure/ Peep newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Crosses the Road
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Scuba Song
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
Panchela the Prairie Dog
beyond.
Square
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.
Snowman Scoop/ Scoop's
Shapes/ Dizzy the Sheep Dog/ The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Dizzy Scores a Goal
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
Snowblower
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC
Arthur's Dummy Disaster/
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Francine and the Feline
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/20/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Inventing a Toy

12/20/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

Tankful of Trouble

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

The Great Obstacle Course
All Spiders Go to Heaven

Is Anybody Home?
Duck's Family Reunion

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
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12/20/2007
12/20/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Red Raincoat
Mule

12/20/2007

14:30 Bali

My New Friend Mateo

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

Flowers
Mitzi's Mess

12/20/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

Quack Hatches an Egg/ The
Whatchamacallit

12/20/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

Snow Engine

12/20/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

Having a Wonderful Time

12/20/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

But They're Mine

12/20/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

Playground Sounds

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive
16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Sub Magnet
Special Delivery/ Ferry Tale

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom

Vulture

12/20/2007

17:10 TD Reading Rangers

12/20/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/20/2007

17:30 Arthur

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

17:55 Tumbletown Tales
18:00 Spellz

12/20/2007

18:15 Backyard Science

12/20/2007
12/20/2007
12/20/2007

The League of Super
18:25 Citizens
18:30 Art Attack
18:55 Mark's Moments

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
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A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
The Ballad of Captain Fivestar helping hand.
Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
Crystal Ball
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
The Contest/ Prove It
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
Secret Rodent Club
mathematical skills.
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.
Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.
Nifty Girl borrows Atomic Guy's superhero cape without asking permission. Worse still,
Atomic Guy finds food stains and creases all over it. Faced with the prospect of fighting
crime while smelling like ranch dressing, he loses his temper and yells at his super friend.
When Professor Atlas arrives, it becomes clear that both Super Citizens have a lot to
Respect
learn about respect.
Niall
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12/20/2007

19:00 e2 design

12/20/2007
12/20/2007

19:30 e2 design
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin

12/20/2007

21:00 Fields of Gold

12/20/2007

22:00 Masterworks
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

12/20/2007

12/21/2007

Adaptive Reuse in the
Netherlands 5 of 6

Architecture 2030 6 of 6

In Search of the Brontes: A
Wish for Wings 1 of 2

12/21/2007

0:00 Fields of Gold
Masterworks Late Night :
The Private Life of a
1:00 Masterpiece

Uccello's Battle of San
Romano

12/21/2007

2:00 e2 design

Adaptive Reuse in the
Netherlands 5 of 6

12/21/2007

2:30 e2 design

Architecture 2030 6 of 6

12/21/2007

3:00 Rosemary and Thyme

The Tree of Death

12/21/2007

The Memory of Water 1

12/21/2007

4:00 Rosemary and Thyme
The Agenda with Steve
5:00 Paikin

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

A New Cook in the Kitchen
O Canada

12/21/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Party Hats

12/21/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Wonderful Letter W

12/21/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/21/2007
12/21/2007
12/21/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

Small Change/ Shy Charles
Arthur's Dummy Disaster/
Francine and the Feline
V Is for Vacation
Jumpin' Jupiter

12/21/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Babysitters

Dutch planners tap into their innate design sensibility and the industrial landscape to
create a sustainable development in Amsterdam's abandoned dockyards. An alternative
to uburban sprawl. the development maximizes space while maintaining privacy, and
uses the vast waterways as core landscape design elements.
Buildings are responsible for almost half of all greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States. Architect-turned-activist Ed Mazria aims to avert a climate crisis through policy
change and education. His Architecture 2030 organization is galvanizing commitment to
a carbon-neutral building sector by the year 2030.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Anna Friel plays press photographer Lucia and Phil Davis the world-weary journalist
Lodge who find themselves investigating the sinister connections between government,
big business and biotechnology.
After his wife's death, Patrick Bronte (Patrick Malahide) sends his daughters Charlotte
(Victoria Hamilton) and Emily (Elizabeth Hurran) to boarding school. When they return
home to Howarth in Yorkshire, they and their brother, Branwell (Jonathan McGuinness),
and baby sister Anne (Alexandra Milman), are free to roam the moors, read widely, and
develop their own imaginary worlds.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Anna Friel plays press photographer Lucia and Phil Davis the world-weary journalist
Lodge who find themselves investigating the sinister connections between government,
big business and biotechnology.
The Battle of San Romano by 15-century Italian painter Paulo Uccello, offers an early and
influential example of the use of perspective.
Dutch planners tap into their innate design sensibility and the industrial landscape to
create a sustainable development in Amsterdam's abandoned dockyards. An alternative
to uburban sprawl. the development maximizes space while maintaining privacy, and
uses the vast waterways as core landscape design elements.
Buildings are responsible for almost half of all greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States. Architect-turned-activist Ed Mazria aims to avert a climate crisis through policy
change and education. His Architecture 2030 organization is galvanizing commitment to
a carbon-neutral building sector by the year 2030.
An ancient yew tree in Baffington Churchyard becomes a murder scene when a man is
impaled on its trunk by an arrow.
Rosemary and Laura are concerned about a barrister's plan to use inmates as cheap
labour on a project to restore his walled garden.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
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The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
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12/21/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/21/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/21/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

12/21/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

12/21/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

12/21/2007

9:30 Little Princess

12/21/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

12/21/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

Teams

Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
I Thought I Saw a Sea Serpent exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
The Rhythm of the Rake
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
Daisy, la Quinceanera
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
Babysitting
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Don't Want a Cold
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
Luck Be a Bat
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
Wallaby
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
Bovine
respect the creatures we share the world with.
Owl

12/21/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies

12/21/2007

10:45 Word World

12/21/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/21/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

Stormy Weather/ Peep in
Rabbit Land

12/21/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Trash Bash

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
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CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

C

Play's the Thing
There's an Ant in Every Giant

CC

C

C

G

C

Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
How Mel Got His Groove Back their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

C

Number 9

Nine brides and one groom help kids learn about the wonderful number nine.

CC

C

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

Travis Gets Lucky/ Wendy's
Watering Can/ Bob and the
Goalie/ Lofty the Soccer Star
At the Ski Hill

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC

C
C

12/21/2007

12:30 Arthur

Mom and Dad Have a Great
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Big Fight/ D.W.'s Perfect Wish friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C

12/21/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

12/21/2007

The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

Holiday Ornament
Paddington and the Stately
Home/ The Opal of My
Eye/Too Much Off

12/21/2007

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Rival

12/21/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

Shy Charles
Rupert and the Cheeky
Sneeze

12/21/2007

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

12/21/2007

14:30 Bali

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

12/21/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/21/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/21/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/21/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/21/2007

15:45 Little Princess

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

12/21/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/21/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

12/21/2007
12/21/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Trapdoor Spider
A Mammoth Adventure

17:15 Miss BG

Doctor BG

12/21/2007

17:30 Arthur

Swept Away/ Gerophobia

C

C
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
Tap Tap Tap
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Ox
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
C'mon Dad, Let's Go, Let's Go friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
A Spoonful of Honey
no friends to play with?
Moonlight Serenade
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Wandering Beaver/ Peep's
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
New Friend
Taj Mahal.
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Something Fishy
very own branch line.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
The Taketombo
kindergarten.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Want My Sledge
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
The Mystery of the
Disappearing Pie
Vitamin See
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
Pressure's On
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
And Birdy Makes Three/ Home
is Where the Fun Is

12/21/2007

CC

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.
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Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C
C

12/21/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/21/2007

18:00 The Shak

12/21/2007

18:25 Minuscule

Getting Around
The Quest For The Pink
Lollipop

12/21/2007

18:30 George Shrinks

Toy George

12/21/2007
12/21/2007
12/21/2007
12/21/2007
12/21/2007
12/21/2007

Paradise Found: Islamic
19:00 Art
The Agenda with Steve
20:00 Paikin
21:00 Heartbeat
Allan Gregg in
22:00 Conversation
22:30 Film 101
The Agenda with Steve
23:00 Paikin

12/22/2007

0:00 Heartbeat

12/22/2007

12/22/2007

1:00 World Cinema
The Agenda with Steve
3:00 Paikin
Allan Gregg in
4:00 Conversation

12/22/2007

4:30 Film 101

12/22/2007

5:00 Big Ideas

12/22/2007

6:00 Little Bear

12/22/2007

6:25 Cotoons

12/22/2007

Elliot Moose Animated
6:30 Shorts

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:40 Siamese Cat
6:50 Woofy

12/22/2007

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
From their secret clubhouse the Shaksters Ð Curio, the science and computer wizard;
Nitro, the sports addict; Eco, the animal lover and environmentalist; and Picasso, the arty
pop culture buff Ð break into boring adult TV and transmit their own stories on subjects
kids want to know about.
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
CC

Islamic art and architecture profoundly influenced western art. Art critic Waldemar
Januszczak tours the mosques and palaces of the Muslim world, in search of that
1 of 2
"atmosphere of Paradise" created over the ages by a host of artists and craftsmen.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Bernie is about to inherit lots of money when someone returns from the grave to claim it.
Sleeping Dogs
A girl unexpectedly gives birth. Aidensfield waits for news about Bellamy.
Steve Paikin talks about his recently published hockey book, The New Game: How
Steve Paikin
Hockey Saved Itself.
Screenwriter Tom Rickman and director Michael Apted discuss the making of Coal
Looking at Country
Miner's Daughter, the true-life story of country singer, Loretta Lynn.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Bernie is about to inherit lots of money when someone returns from the grave to claim it.
Sleeping Dogs
A girl unexpectedly gives birth. Aidensfield waits for news about Bellamy.
A squad of Italian soldiers during World War II fall under the spell of a Greek island and
its female inhabitants. Starring Claudio Bigagli and Vanna Barba. Directed by Garbriele
Mediterraneo (Italy, 1991)
Salvatores.
Newsmakers and experts offer in-depth analysis and intelligent debate on issues of
concern in the rapidly changing world around us.
Steve Paikin talks about his recently published hockey book, The New Game: How
Steve Paikin
Hockey Saved Itself.
Screenwriter Tom Rickman and director Michael Apted discuss the making of Coal
Looking at Country
Miner's Daughter, the true-life story of country singer, Loretta Lynn.
Microcredit expert and consultant Eric Thurman discusses the ideas behind his book A
Billion Boostraps, explaining how small loans have enabled impoverished people to start
Eric Thurman: The Microcredit businesses, support ther families, and improve local economies. The microcredit
Revolution
revolution is giving hope for the future to millions around the world.
Family Bath Time/ Winter
Wonderland/ Mitzi's Mess
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
Punky's Slide
no friends to play with?
Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
Playground Puzzle
world.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
Firefly Nights
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Friend Furever
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12/22/2007
12/22/2007

6:55 Tigga and Togga
Gis le's Big Backyard
7:00 Show

Hoedown Slowdown

12/22/2007
12/22/2007
12/22/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
7:10 World
7:25 The Farm
7:25 Don't Sit Still

M-U-D Spells Trouble
Lamb
Move Your Body 2

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

7:30 Dora the Explorer
7:55 Mighty Machines

A Present for Santa
The Gondola Lift

Over the Rainbow

12/22/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/22/2007

8:25 I Dare You
The Incredible Adventures
8:25 of Enviro Girl
Brushing Your Teeth
Mama Mirabelle's Home
8:30 Movies
Savannah Kwanza

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

12/22/2007

8:45 Corduroy Bear

12/22/2007

8:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:30 Word World

12/22/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

12/22/2007

9:55 Tigga and Togga

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

10:00 Go, Diego, Go!
10:25 Mark's Moments

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

10:30 Zoboomafoo
10:55 The Woods

12/22/2007

11:00 Lilly

12/22/2007

The Adventures of
11:30 Paddington Bear

12/22/2007

11:55 Minuscule

Jouneys: Animals

Mop Top

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

C

Gis le and her friends discover the colours of the rainbow.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
CC
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC

O Tannenbaum

C
C
E

C
C

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC

C

CC

E

C

C
Corduroy Bear and his best friend Lisa inhabit a bustling, vibrant city landscape full of
diverse people. They also have a world of their own making, where soap flakes become a
snowstorm and an escalator turns into a mountain.
CC

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
D.W., The Picky Eater/ Buster The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
and the Daredevils
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Sh-Sh-Shark!
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The Foolish Magistrate's New The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
Clothes
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Bus Stop Bop
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
Diego Saves Christmas
beyond.
CC
Niall
CC
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
Humans
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
Mantis
CC

Lilly and the Vikings
Paddington Breaks the Peace/
Paddington Takes Off/ Trouble
at Number 32

E

C

C
C
E

C

C
C

C
C

Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC

C

CC

C

A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.

C

12/22/2007

12:00 Babar

Land of Toys

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

12:25 Tigga and Togga
12:30 Spellz

Playground Sounds

12/22/2007

12:45 Backyard Science

12/22/2007

13:00 Miss BG

Show n' Tell/ Shooting Star

12/22/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

Visualizing

12/22/2007

13:30 George Shrinks

Sunken Treasures

12/22/2007

13:55 I Dare You

12/22/2007

14:00 Arthur

Love Notes for Muffy/ D.W.
Blows the Whistle

12/22/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

Shopping's Fee

12/22/2007

14:30 Horseland

Molly and Chili

An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.
Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
Four kids become best of friends as they learn about horsemanship in Horseland, a
special place where the horses and stable animals talk Ð at least to each other!

12/22/2007

14:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/22/2007

15:00

Lost in the Snow

12/22/2007

15:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Cave

12/22/2007
12/22/2007
12/22/2007

15:30
15:55 The Bodies
16:00 Big Ideas

The Little Reindeer
Yoghurt Mania

12/22/2007

Forces of Change 3 of 3

12/22/2007

17:00 Galapagos
Allan Gregg in
18:00 Conversation

12/22/2007

18:30 Film 101

Looking at Country

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
When Lily goes snowboarding, she leaves Teddy behind for safekeeping on the window
ledge so he can watch, but Teddy falls out the window and is whisked away by the wind!
Will Teddy miss Christmas after all?
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
One Christmas Eve, a young boy finds a special present on his rooftop Ñ a little reindeer!
They quickly become secret friends.
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
With host Andrew Moodie.
Humans have brought change to the precarious ecosystem of the Galapagos, as have
the changing ocean currents and global warming. What does the future hold?
Steve Paikin talks about his recently published hockey book, The New Game: How
Hockey Saved Itself.
Screenwriter Tom Rickman and director Michael Apted discuss the making of Coal
Miner's Daughter, the true-life story of country singer, Loretta Lynn.

Inside Jerusalem's Holiest
Places

To Muslims it's Al-Haram al-Sharif, the Noble Sanctuary. To Jews and Christians it's the
Temple Mount. Depending where you are in Jerusalem, using the wrong name could
spark a riot. Rarely are cameras allowed inside the walled sanctuary in the heart of Old
Jerusalem that is home to the Dome of the Rock and the Al-Aqsa Mosque.

12/22/2007

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

19:00 National Geographic

Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies

Steve Paikin

Christmas in Connecticut
(1945)
Theme: Christmas with a
Stranger

A magazine editor invites himself and a war veteran for Christmas dinner to the
Connecticut home his housekeeping expert has featured in her articles. Only problem is
she has no Connecticut home, no cooking expertise Ð and no husband. Starring Barbara
Stanwyk, Dennis Morgan and Sydney Greenstreet. Directed by Peter Godfrey.
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14+

12/22/2007

12/22/2007
12/22/2007

Saturday Night at the
21:45 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
22:10 Movies
Saturday Night at the
23:55 Movies : The Interviews

The More the Merrier (1943)

12/23/2007
12/23/2007

12/23/2007
12/23/2007

6:00 Polka Dot Shorts
6:10 Little Bear

The Hike
And the Ice Boat

12/23/2007

6:20 Grandpa's Garden

Pinecones

12/23/2007

6:25 Elliot Moose

12/23/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
6:50 World

12/23/2007
12/23/2007
12/23/2007

7:00
7:30 Tommy Zoom
7:40 ToddWorld

12/23/2007

8:00 Bob the Builder

12/23/2007
12/23/2007

8:20 Tigga and Togga
8:25 Art Alive

12/23/2007

8:30 Zoboomafoo

12/23/2007
12/23/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:25 The Bodies

12/23/2007
12/23/2007
12/23/2007
12/23/2007
12/23/2007

14+
R

The rags-to-riches story country music legend Loretta Lynn, who is brilliantly portrayed by
Sissy Spacek, who did her own singing. With Tommy Lee Jones and Beverly D'Angelo.
Coal Miner's Daughter (1980) Directed by Michael Apted.
CC
Screenwriter Tom Rickman and director Michael Apted discuss the making of Coal
Looking at Country
Miner's Daughter, the true-life story of country singer, Loretta Lynn.
CC

Saturday Night at the
0:20 Movies
Saturday Night at the
2:25 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
2:50 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
3:15 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
3:40 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
4:05 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
4:30 Movies : The Interviews
5:00 Big Ideas

12/23/2007

Connie (Jean Arthur) relieves the WWII housing shortage in Washington by subletting
half her apartment to Benjamin Dingle (Charles Coburn), who promptly sublets half of his
half to Joe Carter (Joel McRae) ... Directed by George Stevens.
CC

14+

R
Looking at Country

Screenwriter Tom Rickman and director Michael Apted discuss the making of Coal
Miner's Daughter, the true-life story of country singer, Loretta Lynn.

Looking at Country

Screenwriter Tom Rickman and director Michael Apted discuss the making of Coal
Miner's Daughter, the true-life story of country singer, Loretta Lynn.

CC

R
R

Reflection Affection

Storybook Friends: A Little
Christmas Magic

CC

With host Andrew Moodie.
Bear and Humpty are disappointed because they've missed the bus to go on their hike.
Polkaroo shows them that, by simply using their imagination, they can have as much fun
on a pretend hike. This is a rhyming story.
CC
CC
Children play, do chores and learn about plants and animals, the weather and other
fascinating subjects in their grandfather's growing garden.
CC
Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
world.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
On Christmas Eve in Storybook Friends Village, Benson Bear, his twin cubs Hunky and
Dorie and their friends Flaps the Flying Squirrel, Ms. Penelope Pig, Fritz the Frog, Lainie
Lamb and Mitzi Mouse discover the true nature of caring and goodwill during the holiday
season.
CC

Pretend Friend
Bob's White Christmas/ Bob's The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Big Freeze/ Bob of the North they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Snowman Stomp
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Cinema
Children demonstrate arts and crafts projects that come to life.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
Powerhouse
respect the creatures we share the world with.
Blizzard/ Rat Who Came to
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Dinner
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
Body Woddies
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
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12/23/2007

9:30 The Upside Down Show

12/23/2007

9:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/23/2007

10:00 Charlie and Lola

12/23/2007

10:25 Pingu

12/23/2007

10:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/23/2007

The League of Super
10:55 Citizens

12/23/2007

11:00 Babar

12/23/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig
Mama Mirabelle's Home
11:30 Movies

12/23/2007

Walking on the ceiling? No problem. Going backwards in slow motion? A cinch. From
their fantastical living room with more doors than walls. Shane and Dave hand an
imaginary remote control to kids at home so they can "control" the duo's motions,
exercisIng kids' imaginations and teaching them concepts such as horizontal and vertical,
Beach
humongous and minute.
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Scary Monsters
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
How Many More Minutes until Charlie and Lola are brother and sister. This fun-filled animated series tells how they
Christmas?
handle the little issues that young children encounter every day.
The adventures of Pingu, a lovable little penguin who lives at the South Pole with his
Pingu's Wish
family and friends. In plasticine animation.
The Big Snowfall/ Forever
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Friends
Kindergarten.
Running the Super Citizens Headquarters isn't all fun and glamour. There are bills to be
paid! Professor Atlas is running late and has to take the Jet Car to the bank all the way
across town. Long after his departure, Atomic Guy realizes he neglected to put gas in the
car. Fearing he put his boss and the whole organization at risk, Atomic Guy decides it's
Resonsibility
time to be responsible!
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Land of Witches
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
Musical Instruments
in muddy puddles.

11:40 Minuscule

Come Christmas

12/23/2007
12/23/2007

11:50 The Koala Brothers
12:00 Word Girl

George's Little Plant

12/23/2007
12/23/2007
12/23/2007

12:25 TD Reading Rangers
12:30 A World of Wonders
12:45 Bottle Top Bill

Reading Rangers
The Rainmakers
Anyone for Tennis

CC

12:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/23/2007

13:00 Miss BG

12/23/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

12/23/2007

13:30 George Shrinks
The Incredible Adventures
13:55 of Enviro Girl
Energy Efficient Light Blubs

12/23/2007

14:00 Lilly

Lilly and Houdini

12/23/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

Pile Driver

C
C

CC

C

CC

E

CC

C

CC

C
C

A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
From their isolated homestead in the Australian outback, the Koala brothers fly out on
daily patrol in their aeroplane, looking for anyone in need of help.
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C
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E
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C
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E

Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
CC

C

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
Holiday Tree House/ Best
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
Christmas Ever
and sometimes sincerely awful.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
The Ballad of Captain Fivestar helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
Friends Anemones
world.

12/23/2007

C
G

Tell Me about It

12/23/2007

12/23/2007

CC

G

12/23/2007
12/23/2007
12/23/2007
12/23/2007

12/23/2007

12/23/2007
12/23/2007

The Adventures of
14:30 Paddington Bear
14:55 The Bodies
14:55 Eloise
16:00 Big Ideas

17:00

18:00 Heads Up!
Reach for the Top
18:30 Nationals

Paddington at the Wheel/
Howdy Paddington/
Paddington Goes Shopping
Cooking for Bodies
Little Miss Christmas

R

Why Do Comets Have Tails?

The long wispy tails of comets have amazed and frightened people for centuries. The
Stardust spacecraft takes a long journey to fly right through the tail of a comet to pick up
bits of dust from the long tail and return them to Earth. Meet a modern day comet hunter. CC

12/23/2007

19:30 Wild at Heart

Caving at Horne Lake

12/23/2007

20:00 The Choir

2 of 3

Since her son died six years ago, Linda has been paralyzed by grief and fear. In an effort
to regain her confidence and move forward, she joins three other novice kayakers to test
her mettle on some challenging whitewater rapids.
CC
Bruce and Vicki's first trip without their 3-year-old daughter takes them beneath the
surface of the Earth. Will the test of agility, stamina, and teamwork required in a thrilling
adventure through the extraordinary Riverbend Cave be the key to revitalizing a flagging
relationship?
CC
In the cold winter months Gareth feels he is torturing the kids with classical music. They
are resistant to everything. He struggles to keep the momentum as they wait to hear if
they qualify for the World Choir Games in China. As the choir makes its first public
performance Ð of Vivaldi's Gloria Ð the kids are terrified.

12/24/2007

0:00 Human Edge

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

1:00 Masterworks
Allan Gregg in
2:00 Conversation

Steve Paikin

12/24/2007

2:30 Film 101

Looking at Country

As an act of charity, poor relation Fanny Price (Billie Piper) is brought to live with her rich
cousins at Mansfield Park, but she is never allowed to forget her humble station. When
the dashing Henry and Mary Crawford move into the area, romance is in the air.
The challenges faced by three families that have children diagnosed with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder.
Steve Paikin talks about his recently published hockey book, The New Game: How
Hockey Saved Itself.
What neither China nor the international retail companies want us to see: how the clothes
we buy are actually made. Shot clandestinely in China, under difficult conditions, this film
offers a nuanced and tender portrait of the daily lives of two young workers, Jasmine and
Orchid, and an alarming report on the economic pressures applied by Western
companies and their human consequences.
After his wife's death, Patrick Bronte (Patrick Malahide) sends his daughters Charlotte
(Victoria Hamilton) and Emily (Elizabeth Hurran) to boarding school. When they return
home to Howarth in Yorkshire, they and their brother, Branwell (Jonathan McGuinness),
and baby sister Anne (Alexandra Milman), are free to roam the moors, read widely, and
develop their own imaginary worlds.
Steve Paikin talks about his recently published hockey book, The New Game: How
Hockey Saved Itself.
Screenwriter Tom Rickman and director Michael Apted discuss the making of Coal
Miner's Daughter, the true-life story of country singer, Loretta Lynn.

Mansfield Park

As an act of charity, poor relation Fanny Price (Billie Piper) is brought to live with her rich
cousins at Mansfield Park, but she is never allowed to forget her humble station. When
the dashing Henry and Mary Crawford move into the area, romance is in the air.

12/23/2007

21:00 Jane Austen

Mansfield Park

12/23/2007

22:30 The View From Here
Allan Gregg in
23:30 Conversation

Odd Kid Out

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

C

Inside Jerusalem's Holiest
Places

River Kayaking in Wells Gray

3:00 Jane Austen
Reach for the Top
4:30 Nationals
5:00 To be announced

CC

To Muslims it's Al-Haram al-Sharif, the Noble Sanctuary. To Jews and Christians it's the
Temple Mount. Depending where you are in Jerusalem, using the wrong name could
spark a riot. Rarely are cameras allowed inside the walled sanctuary in the heart of Old
Jerusalem that is home to the Dome of the Rock and the Al-Aqsa Mosque.

19:00 Wild at Heart

12/24/2007

C

With host Andrew Moodie.

12/23/2007

12/23/2007

CC
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.

Steve Paikin

China Blue

In Search of the Brontes: A
Wish for Wings 1 of 2
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12/24/2007
12/24/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Wedding Day Mess
O Canada

12/24/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Let's Jump

12/24/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Exciting Letter X

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
The Big Backyard Book
6:45 Club

12/24/2007
12/24/2007
12/24/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

12/24/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Friendship Stone

Mom and Dad Have a Great
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Big Fight/ D.W.'s Perfect Wish friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Dog's Camping Adventure
CC
Chocolate Chip Treasure
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Seeds
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

12/24/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/24/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Beth's Backfire

12/24/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Whistling Wind

12/24/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Save Diego

12/24/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Ballet Lesson

12/24/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want to Be Good

12/24/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Cat and Mouse

12/24/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Xenopus

12/24/2007
12/24/2007
12/24/2007
12/24/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/24/2007

10:55 I Dare You

Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC

Wonderful World

Flying Buddies
Pelican

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC

Gourmet Grazing
The Birds
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
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C
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C

12/24/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

Quack's Stuck Stick/ Peep's
Can

12/24/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Clock Doctors

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

Music Genie

Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

C

Number 10

Ten kids drop ten coins into ten piggybanks.

C

Scoop Has Some Fun/
Wendy's Bright Plan/ Spud
and Squawk/ Spud the Ghost
The Gondola Lift
Arthur and D.W. Clean Up/
The Long Dull Winter

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/24/2007

12:30 Arthur

12/24/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

12/24/2007

The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

Candy Canes
Adventure at the Seaside/
Paddington and the Pyramid
Selling

12/24/2007

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Island

12/24/2007

On the Fritz

12/24/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

14:00 Charlie and Lola
14:25 The Farm

12/24/2007

14:30 Bali

12/24/2007

14:45 Cotoons
The Big Backyard Book
14:50 Club

12/24/2007

12/24/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/24/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/24/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/24/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/24/2007

15:45 Little Princess

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.

CC

CC

G

C

C
C
C

C

C
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.

Rupert Saves Christmas
How Many More Minutes until Charlie and Lola are brother and sister. This fun-filled animated series tells how they
Christmas?
handle the little issues that young children encounter every day.
Yak
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
Yahoo! It's Christmas
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
To Each His Home
no friends to play with?

G
CC

C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

CC

C

CC

C

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Trip to Green Island/ Give Me newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
a Call
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Not So Hasty Pudding
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
The Shutterbug
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
What's Wrong with Gilbert?
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.

G

C
C
C
C

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

Waterlogged
Snack Attack

12/24/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/24/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Hide and Seaweed
Clifford's Carnival/ Clifford's
Doggy Reunion

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Dolphin
Gold Rush Fever

12/24/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/24/2007

17:30 Arthur

Holiday Tree House
Arthur Sells Out/ Mind Your
Manners

12/24/2007
12/24/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!
18:00

The Last Polar Bears

12/24/2007

18:25 Minuscule

O Tannenbaum

12/24/2007

18:30

The Night Before Christmas

12/24/2007

18:55 Pingu

Pingu's Wish

12/24/2007

19:00

How the Gimquat Found Her
Song

12/24/2007

The Best of the Agenda
20:00 with Steve Paikin

12/24/2007

21:00 Midsomer Murders

12/24/2007

22:00 Monarchy
The Best of the Agenda
23:00 with Steve Paikin

12/24/2007

12/25/2007

0:00 Midsomer Murders

12/25/2007

1:00 Monarchy

12/25/2007

2:00

12/25/2007

3:00 Rosemary and Thyme

CC
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.

E
C
C

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

CC
CC

C
C

Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
CC
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
... and all through the house, not a creature was stirring...except for Gregory, a very
curious mouse. Gregory embarks on an adventure to save Santa and Christmas.
Featuring the voice of Kevin Kline.
CC
The adventures of Pingu, a lovable little penguin who lives at the South Pole with his
family and friends. In plasticine animation.
The rare and awkward Gimquat bird has taken refuge in a hollow tree to bemoan her
woeful silence. But then she meets a magician who takes her through space and time in
search of the perfect song.

Barnaby looks forward, with reservations, to entertaining his in-laws for Christmas.
Meanwhile, nine years after the suicide of Ferdy Villiers his family and their guests arrive
Ghosts of Christmas Past 1 of at the somewhat dilapidated Villiers home to celebrate the festive season. However, it
2
seems not everyone present is imbued with the Christmas spirit.
CC
In just 25 years after the Glorious Revolution, England was transformed from an
insignificant minor state into the greatest power in Europe. The duke of Marlborough's
victories in European wars, the union with Scotland in 1707, and financial and banking
reforms with a new relationship between Crown and Parliament, and a new name: Great
Rule Britannia
Britain.

C

C
C
C

C
C

C

14+

R
Barnaby looks forward, with reservations, to entertaining his in-laws for Christmas.
Meanwhile, nine years after the suicide of Ferdy Villiers his family and their guests arrive
Ghosts of Christmas Past 1 of at the somewhat dilapidated Villiers home to celebrate the festive season. However, it
2
seems not everyone present is imbued with the Christmas spirit.
CC
In just 25 years after the Glorious Revolution, England was transformed from an
insignificant minor state into the greatest power in Europe. The duke of Marlborough's
victories in European wars, the union with Scotland in 1707, and financial and baking
reforms with a new relationship between Crown and Parliament, and a new name: Great
Rule Britannia
Britain.
The rare and awkward Gimquat bird has taken refuge in a hollow tree to bemoan her
How the Gimquat Found Her woeful silence. But then she meets a magician who takes her through space and time in
Song
search of the perfect song.
The cousin of the owner of a walled garden is found drowned in the local fast-flowing
The Memory of Water 2
river.
CC

14+

R

R

C
14+

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

4:00 Rosemary and Thyme
The Best of the Agenda
5:00 with Steve Paikin

Orpheus in the Undergrowth

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

A Catfish Tale
O Canada

12/25/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Punky's Sunset

12/25/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Yucky Letter Y

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/25/2007
12/25/2007
12/25/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

New Found Franks
We Are the Ocean Friends
D.W. Beats All/ Buster the
Myth Maker
Nightlight
Kitten Caper

12/25/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Traveller

12/25/2007

8:00 Hi-5

Wonderful People

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

Save the Reindeer

12/25/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Squeaky Clean

12/25/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

A Present for Santa

12/25/2007

9:35 Little Princess

I Want to Be Good

12/25/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:45 Siamese Cat

Ciao, Miow

12/25/2007
12/25/2007
12/25/2007
12/25/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/25/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/25/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

Don't Fence Me In
Porcupine
Baby of a Different Stripe
The Runaway O

Under Duck/ All Fall Down

Laura and Rosemary are brought in by old friend Julia Moore to design a memorial
garden, based on the myth of Orpheus and Eurydice. Julia is housing Laura's estranged
daughter Helena. But family matters are put on hold when another tenant is found dead
and the garden the partners are working on is vandalized nightly.

CC

Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
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Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC

C

G

12/25/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Hoedown Slowdown

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

Diego Saves Christmas
Heavy/Light

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
CC
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/25/2007

12:30 Arthur

Bob's White Christmas/ Bob's
Big Freeze/ Bob of the North
Make It Snow
D.W.'s Library Card / Arthur's
Big Hit

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/25/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Yule Log

12/25/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

12/25/2007

13:30

All along the Clock Tower
The Koala Brothers' Outback
Christmas

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

14:20 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!
14:25 The Farm

12/25/2007

14:30 Bali

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

14:40 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

12/25/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
14:55 World

12/25/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/25/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

12/25/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom

Wolf

12/25/2007

17:10 TD Reading Rangers

The Mighty Period

12/25/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/25/2007

17:30 Arthur

Best Christmas Ever
Blizzard/ Rat Who Came to
Dinner

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

17:55 Tumbletown Tales
18:00 Word Girl

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.

C
C
C

C
C
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CC

C

CC

C

CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Special Thing
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Goose
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
Yahoo! It's Christmas
friends.
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
Dress-up Time
no friends to play with?
CC
Caterpillars
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Quack and the Very Big Rock/ newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Shadow Play
Taj Mahal.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
The Friendship Stone
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Want to Be Good
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Save the Reindeer
CC
The Great Race/ Tummy
Trouble

C

Garage Sale

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

CC

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
CC
Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
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12/25/2007

18:25 Minuscule

Come Christmas

12/25/2007

18:30

The Christmas Orange

12/25/2007

18:55 Pingu

Pingu's Wish

12/25/2007
12/25/2007

19:00
20:50 The Interviews

The Three Musketeers (U.K.,
1974)

12/25/2007

21:05

The Four Musketeers (1975)

12/25/2007

23:00 The Choir
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12/26/2007

12/26/2007

1:00

12/26/2007

3:10

12/26/2007

The Best of the Agenda
5:00 with Steve Paikin

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

...And Action
O Canada

12/26/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Cleaning up Can Be Fun

12/26/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Zany Letter Z

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/26/2007
12/26/2007
12/26/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

12/26/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

8:00 Hi-5

C

Anton Stingley was born on Christmas Day. When he wakes on Christmas morning to
find that instead of the 600 toys he has requested, his gift from Santa is a single, simple
orange. Anton is outraged! can think of only one thing to do: sue Santa!
The adventures of Pingu, a lovable little penguin who lives at the South Pole with his
family and friends. In plasticine animation.
Young blade D'Artagnan travels to Paris to make a name for himself and ends up joining
forces with three of the King's musketeers to protect the Queen from the schemes of the
villainous Cardinal Richelieu. Stars Michael York, Richard Chamberlain, and Charlton
Heston. Directed by Richard Lester.
CC

D'Artagnan rallies his fellow musketeers to rescue his true love and prevent the scheming
Milady De Winter from removing Queen Anne from the seat of power. Starring Michael
York, Faye Dunaway, and Raquel Welch. Directed by Richard Lester.
CC
In the cold winter months Gareth feels he is torturing the kids with classical music. They
are resistant to everything. He struggles to keep the momentum as they wait to hear if
they qualify for the World Choir Games in China. As the choir makes its first public
performance Ð of Vivaldi's Gloria Ð the kids are terrified.

Islamic art and architecture profoundly influenced western art. Art critic Waldemar
Januszczak tours the mosques and palaces of the Muslim world, in search of that
1 of 2
"atmosphere of Paradise" created over the ages by a host of artists and craftsmen.
CC
While the men are off at war, the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League hits
the field. Starring Geena Davis, Madonna, Lori Petty, Tom Hanks, and Jon Lovitz.
A League of Their Own (1992) Directed by Penny Marshall.
CC
Two sailors assigned to transport a military prisoner from Virginia to New England decide
to use their per diem to show their young convict the ways of the world before he is
locked up. Starring Jack Nicholson, Randy Quaid and Otis Young. Directed by Hal Ashby.
The Last Detail (1973)
Based on a book by Darryl Ponicsan.
CC

Paradise Found: Islamic
0:00 Art

12/26/2007

A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.

When I Grow Up
Arthur and D.W. Clean Up/
The Long Dull Winter
Duck's First Sleepover
Eloise

Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC

C

14+

14+

R

E

14+

E

C
E
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C
C
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E
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The Hole

Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

G

Wonderful Places

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC

C

R

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/26/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/26/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

12/26/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

12/26/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

12/26/2007

9:30 Little Princess

12/26/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

12/26/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Bus Stop Bop
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
A Crown for King Juan el Bobo phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
Cleaning the Car
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Want to Cook
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
Tung, the Singing Cricket
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
Zebra
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
Super Claw
respect the creatures we share the world with.
Prairie Dog
Tunnel Vision

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/26/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/26/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/26/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/26/2007

12:30 Arthur

Monkey Madness
Diego's Safari Adventure Part 1
Circle
Wendy's Big Night/ Rocking
Roley/ Ballroom Bob/ Square
Dance Spud
The Pipe Dragon
Hide and Snake/ Muffy's New
Best Friend

12/26/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Making Apple Pie

12/26/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

Return of the Space Invaders

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

Don't Lose It, Lilly
Thrills, Spills and Fire Drills

Savannah Kwanza
Chef Sheep

Spring Thing/ Springy Thingy

CC

C

CC

C

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

CC

C

C

CC
CC

C
C

CC

C
C

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
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12/26/2007
12/26/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

We Are All Together
Rooster

12/26/2007

14:30 Bali

Don't Cry, Tamara

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

Cotoons at the Farm
Goblin Night

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?

CC
CC

C
C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Current Events/ Quack Loses newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
His Hat
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Fergus Breaks the Rules
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
New Found Franks
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
I Want a Shop
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
A Day at the Beach
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
Everyone Makes Mistakes
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Cleo Comes to Town/ False
Friend

12/26/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/26/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/26/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

12/26/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

12/26/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

12/26/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/26/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

12/26/2007
12/26/2007
12/26/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom
17:10 ArtBot

Chimpanzee

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

CC

C

Found Art

E

12/26/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/26/2007

17:30 Arthur

Fishing Trip
Buenas Noches/ Prunella
Packs It In

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

17:55 Pingu
18:00 A World of Wonders

Pingu's Bedtime Shadows
Cheese Please!

12/26/2007

18:15 Brilliant Creatures

12/26/2007
12/26/2007

18:30 George Shrinks
18:55 Just a Minute

Lost and Found Art
Jules Verne

ArtBot is created and programmed to learn about all things art.
CC
Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
The adventures of Pingu, a lovable little penguin who lives at the South Pole with his
family and friends. In plasticine animation.
CC
Entertaining and inventive insights into the lifestyles of some of the world's most intriguing
animals.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
CC

12/26/2007

19:00

Portillo Goes Wild In Spain

12/26/2007

The Best of the Agenda
20:00 with Steve Paikin

Television journalist and former British MP Michael Portillo goes on a quest to find the
rich wildlife of the homeland his father fled during the Spanish Civil War.
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12/26/2007

21:00 The Whistleblowers

No Child Left Behind

12/26/2007

22:00 The View From Here
The Best of the Agenda
23:45 with Steve Paikin

Lovable

12/26/2007

0:45 The Whistleblowers

No Child Left Behind

12/27/2007

2:30 Undersea Explorer

Lagoon of Lost Ships

12/27/2007

3:00 Undersea Explorer

Dolphins

12/27/2007

3:25 Rosemary and Thyme

They Understand Me in Paris

12/27/2007

The Invisible Worm

12/27/2007

4:10 Rosemary and Thyme
The Best of the Agenda
5:00 with Steve Paikin

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

The Favourite
O Canada

12/27/2007

6:20 Cotoons

Punky Plays by Himself

12/27/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Awesome Letter A

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
6:45 The Jungle Room

12/27/2007
12/27/2007
12/27/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres
7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

E
R

12/27/2007

12/27/2007

A teacher claims that discipline has broken down at a local comprehensive school, and
this may have led to a student's suicide. When Ben and Alisha visit the boy's home they
find in his room the uniform of another school, one operated by the Durrell Foundation.
Alan Zweig explores the searches for love, relationships and belonging, and all the things
that get in the way of finding them. The third in an autobiographical mirror trilogy (with
Vinyl and I, Curmudgeon).
CC

The School Play
Binky Goes Nuts/ Breezy
Listening Blues
One Hat Fits All
A Mammoth Adventure
The Rival

12/27/2007

8:00 Hi-5

Wonderful Days

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/27/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Sub Magnet

12/27/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Ants Go Marching

Ben Graham (Richard Coyle) and Alisha Cole (Indira Varma) are personal injury lawyers
who witness a miscarriage of justice on their own doorstep. But when they try to speak
out they suddenly find themselves cast as enemies of the state. With PI Kenny Reid
(Daniel Ryan), they set up an agency to support those who are brave enough to step
forward and tell the truth.
Divers in the Truk lagoon explore a gravesite of over 40 Japanese ships sunk by the U.S.
navy in 1944. Canadian inventor Peter Fox's sidescan sonar reveals skeletal remains still
inside the wrecks.
Studies conducted in both captivity and the wild explore the relationship between humans
and dolphins.
An old school friend invites the ladies to restore a 150-year-old garden at her French
Riviera estate before re-opening it to the public. One of the neighbours is strongly
opposed to the impending arrival of tourists.
Rosemary and Laura are hired to investigate why the newly planted roses at a very
traditional prep school are dying. Then at the long-held annual ritual of the Night of the
Stag, a shy geography master, is killed.
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E
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E
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14+

CC

14+

Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
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12/27/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Dora's Got a Puppy

12/27/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Lunch

12/27/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Don't Like Autumn

12/27/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Snagged by a Thread

12/27/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Armadillo

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

Crocodilian
Racoon

Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
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12/27/2007
12/27/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

12/27/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/27/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/27/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

11:30 Go, Diego, Go!
11:55 Marigold's Mathemagics

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/27/2007

12:30 Arthur

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
The Perils of Peep and Chirp/ newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Hoop Tricks
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Island Jam
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego's Safari Adventure Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
Part 2
beyond.
Up/Down
Polkaroo's friend Marigold explores the world of shapes and spatial relationships.
Pilchard's Pets/ Pilchard Has a
Ball/ Scruffy on Guard/
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Scruffy's Bathtime
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The Feller-Buncher
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC
Buster's Breathless/ Fright
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Stuff
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/27/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

Playing Drums

12/27/2007

13:00 George Shrinks

Small of the Wild

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
13:45 The Jungle Room

Frankless Frank
Snakes and Leaders

To Sleep with Wombats
Rocket to the Moon

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

The Singing King
Dog

12/27/2007

14:30 Bali

I'm Upset

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
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Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
CC
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
CC

C
C

C

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

Colours
Sleep Over

12/27/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

Night Light/ Sounds Like

12/27/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

Bulgy Rides Again

12/27/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

When I Grow Up

12/27/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 The Wonder Pets

It's Sports Day

12/27/2007

16:10 Tigga and Togga

Chuga Chuga Choo Choo

12/27/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/27/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Skid's Stuff
Clifford and the Beanstalk/ An
Itchy Patch

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Tommy Zoom

Hyena

12/27/2007

17:10 TD Reading Rangers

Visualizing

12/27/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/27/2007

17:30 Arthur

12/27/2007
12/27/2007

17:55 Tumbletown Tales
18:00 Spellz

12/27/2007

18:15 Backyard Science

12/27/2007
12/27/2007
12/27/2007

The League of Super
18:25 Citizens
18:30 Art Attack
18:55 Mark's Moments

12/27/2007

19:00

12/27/2007

The Best of the Agenda
20:00 with Steve Paikin

12/27/2007

21:00 Fields of Gold

The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
Jumping to Conclusion
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
D.W. Tale Spin/ Prunella Gets The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
It Twice
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
Flyers
mathematical skills.
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.
Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.
Atomic Guy and Enviro-Girl love their Super Citizen friend Nifty Girl. But this doesn't stop
them from sharing a laugh over her unusual taste in clothing. Professor Atlas decides to
teach his two young proteges a little something about empathy through a secret weapon:
Empathy
the Super Citizens family photo album.
Alex

Icebreakers

Icebreakers have evolved since the age of sail, changing the way ships navigate in
northern waters. USCG Mackinaw is one of the largest and oldest breakers working the
vital North American freshwater shipping lanes. USCG Healy, the newest Polar Class
icebreaker in the American fleet, takes its maiden voyage through the Northwest
Passage.

Anna Friel plays press photographer Lucia and Phil Davis the world-weary journalist
Lodge who find themselves investigating the sinister connections between government,
big business and biotechnology.
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12/27/2007
12/27/2007

22:00 Masterworks
The Best of the Agenda
23:00 with Steve Paikin

In Search of the Brontes:
Gone like a Dream 2 of 2

0:00 Fields of Gold

12/28/2007

Masterworks Late Night :
The Private Life of a
1:00 Masterpiece

Seurat's A Sunday on La
Grande Jatte

12/28/2007

2:00

Icebreakers

12/28/2007

3:00 Rosemary and Thyme

The Gongoozlers

12/28/2007

4:00 Rosemary and Thyme
The Best of the Agenda
5:00 with Steve Paikin

Swords into Ploughshares

12/28/2007
12/28/2007

12/28/2007
12/28/2007
12/28/2007
12/28/2007
12/28/2007
12/28/2007
12/28/2007

CC

Anna Friel plays press photographer Lucia and Phil Davis the world-weary journalist
Lodge who find themselves investigating the sinister connections between government,
big business and biotechnology.
French impressionist artist George Seurat produced over 500 works in his short life, and
is credited with developing pointillism. His most famous work, depicting a casual Sunday
afternoon on an island on the Seine, is filled with symbolism commenting on French
society of the day.
Icebreakers have evolved since the age of sail, changing the way ships navigate in
northern waters. USCG Mackinaw is one of the largest and oldest breakers working the
vital North American freshwater shipping lanes. USCG Healy, the newest Polar Class
icebreaker in the American fleet, takes its maiden voyage through the Northwest
Passage.
Rosemary and Laura are to advise celebrity Quinnie Dorell in her new job as host of a
garden make-over show. Then Rosemary is the victim of a suspicious accident probably
intended for Quinnie, and a murder occurs in secluded lake. It's clear someone doesn't
want the show to air.
When a woman who posed as Rosemary to gain access to Engleton Park is found dead
and the once perfect garden becomes so blighted it can no longer be open to the public,
Rosemary and Laura must look back into British history to find the answers to these
mysteries.
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CC

E

CC

E

CC

14+

CC

14+

Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
Fu Fu's Full Moon Flight
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
O Canada
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
6:20 Cotoons
Flowers
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Bouncing Letter B
young kids.
Don't Lose It, Lilly/ Frank-less An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
6:30 Timothy Goes to School
Frank
Kindergarten.
CC
D.W.'s Library Card / Arthur's The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
7:00 Arthur
Big Hit
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
7:30 Word World
Happy Birthday Dog
CC
7:45 Ellen's Acres
Gold Rush Fever
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!
The Island
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

12/28/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/28/2007
12/28/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/28/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

E
R

12/28/2007

12/28/2007

Threatened by poverty and encouraged by the determined and ambitious Charlotte, the
three sisters turn to writing novels. Charlotte's Jane Eyre, Anne's Agnes Grey, and
Emily's Wuthering Heights cause a literary storm when they are published. But literary
success is accompanied by a string of tragic events, which leaves the Bronte family
desolate and broken.

Wonderful Treasures and
Wonderful News

Pressure's On

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
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R

12/28/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Moountain Medley

12/28/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Big Sister Dora

12/28/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

Camping

12/28/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Don't Want Nits

12/28/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Sheegwa and the Blizzard

12/28/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Bison

12/28/2007
12/28/2007

Messy and Clean
Salamander

12/28/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies

12/28/2007

10:45 Word World

12/28/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/28/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

12/28/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

12/28/2007
12/28/2007

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

12/28/2007
12/28/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/28/2007

12:30 Arthur

12/28/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

12/28/2007

The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

C

CC

C
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C
C
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C

C

CC
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C
C

CC

C

CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Save It for Later/ The Red Ball newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Moon
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Mining Melody
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

E

Tell Me about It
The Mystery of the
Disappearing Pie

Bong Bird

Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

Number 11
Preschool children discover the wonderful world of number with Polkaroo.
Mr. Bentley Ð Dogsitter/ Sporty
Spud/ Racing Muck/ Muck's
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Short Cut
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
The Log Skidder
The thrill of machines and how they work.
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
The Contest/ Prove It
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.

At the Fire Station
Paddington Turns Detective/
Seeing Is Believing/ A Visit to
the Theatre

12/28/2007

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Voice

12/28/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

The Sleepover

12/28/2007

Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.

Rupert and the Magic Lantern

Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.

Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
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12/28/2007
12/28/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

Oogleberry's Bad Dream
Cat

12/28/2007

14:30 Bali

Oh No, I'm Lost

12/28/2007
12/28/2007

14:45 Cotoons
14:50 Little Bear

Chef Punky
Sand Castle

12/28/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

The Windy Day/ Peep Feet

12/28/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

Harold and the Flying Horse

12/28/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

The School Play

12/28/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/28/2007
12/28/2007
12/28/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

I Want a Pirate
Pies, Pies, Pies!
Cooking for Bodies

12/28/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

12/28/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Grandpa Claude
A New Friend/ Stormy
Weather

12/28/2007
12/28/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Zebra
Mr. Healey

12/28/2007

17:15 Miss BG

12/28/2007

17:30 Arthur

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
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C
C

CC

C

CC
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C
C

A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
CC
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
CC

G

C
C
C
C

C

CC

C

CC
CC

C
C

Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
Forest Badge
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
CC
Phony Fern/ Brain's Shocking The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Secret
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

C

12/28/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/28/2007

18:00 The Shak

12/28/2007

18:25 Minuscule

Blood
The Quest For The Pink
Lollipop

12/28/2007

18:30 George Shrinks

The Ghost of Shrinks Manor

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
From their secret clubhouse the Shaksters Ð Curio, the science and computer wizard;
Nitro, the sports addict; Eco, the animal lover and environmentalist; and Picasso, the arty
pop culture buff Ð break into boring adult TV and transmit their own stories on subjects
kids want to know about.
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
CC

C

C

C
C

C

2 of 2

Islamic art and architecture profoundly influenced western art. Art critic Waldemar
Januszczak tours the mosques and palaces of the Muslim world, in search of that
"atmosphere of Paradise" created over the ages by a host of artists and craftsmen.

CC

E

Walker and Cassidy think that a woman may have been abused, but she refuses to talk.
Younger outfoxes some troublesome children. Phil and Gina hear some good news.

CC

14+

In the second volume of his memoirs, Point to Point Navigation, Gore Vidal (81), literary
lion, actor and outspoken critic of American politics, looks back on his remarkable life.
When the critics get it wrong. Looking at two films that were ignored and discarded by
critics and public alike at their original release only to discover respect and popularity
later: The Producers and The Cable Guy.

CC

12/28/2007

Paradise Found: Islamic
19:00 Art
The Best of the Agenda
20:00 with Steve Paikin

12/28/2007

21:00 Heartbeat

Another Little Piece of My
Heart

12/28/2007

Allan Gregg in
22:00 Conversation

Gore Vidal

12/28/2007

12/28/2007
12/28/2007

22:30 Film 101
The Best of the Agenda
23:00 with Steve Paikin

Hit or Miss?

R

12/29/2007

0:00 Heartbeat

Another Little Piece of My
Heart

12/29/2007

1:00 World Cinema

Buena Vista Social Club
(Germany/U.S.A. 1998)

12/29/2007

Allan Gregg in
4:00 Conversation

Gore Vidal

12/29/2007
12/29/2007

4:30 Film 101
5:00 Big Ideas

12/29/2007

6:00 Little Bear

Moonlight Serenade/
Caterpillars/ Goblin Night

12/29/2007

6:25 Cotoons

Touch and Guess

12/29/2007

Elliot Moose Animated
6:30 Shorts

Socksel and Grelliot

12/29/2007
12/29/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:40 Siamese Cat
6:50 Woofy

Alley Night Opera
Ruff and Lonely Days

12/29/2007
12/29/2007

6:55 Tigga and Togga
Gis le's Big Backyard
7:00 Show

12/29/2007
12/29/2007
12/29/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
7:10 World
7:25 The Farm
7:25 Don't Sit Still

Hit or Miss?

Monkey Madness
R is for Red

Chirp Sorts It Out (Sort of)
Pony
Move Your Body 2

Walker and Cassidy think that a woman may have been abused, but she refuses to talk.
Younger outfoxes some troublesome children. Phil and Gina hear some good news.
CC
In the footsteps of the album of Cuban music legends that composer/musician Ry Cooder
reassembled some years back for the hit album of the same name, the film captures the
rhythm and blues of these now elderly Cuban musicians and their unique musical
odyssey from the humble Cuban neighbourhoods where the music was born to concerts
in Amsterdam and at Radio City Music Hall.
CC
In the second volume of his memoirs, Point to Point Navigation, Gore Vidal (81), literary
lion, actor and outspoken critic of American politics, looks back on his remarkable life.
When the critics get it wrong. Looking at two films that were ignored and discarded by
critics and public alike at their original release only to discover respect and popularity
later: The Producers and The Cable Guy.
With host Andrew Moodie.

14+

R

E

R

CC

CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
world.
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Gis le and friends learn about things that start with "r," including the colour red.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
CC
CC
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12/29/2007
12/29/2007

7:30 Dora the Explorer
7:55 Mighty Machines

Click
Make It Snow

12/29/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/29/2007

8:25 I Dare You
The Incredible Adventures
8:25 of Enviro Girl
Music Video
Mama Mirabelle's Home
8:30 Movies
All Creatures Great and Small

12/29/2007
12/29/2007

12/29/2007

12/29/2007

8:45 Corduroy Bear

Journeys: People

Art Smart

8:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/29/2007
12/29/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:30 Word World

Arthur Makes a Movie/ Go to
Your Room!
Snug as a Bug

12/29/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

Panda-Monium

12/29/2007

9:55 Tigga and Togga

12/29/2007
12/29/2007

10:00 Go, Diego, Go!
10:25 Mark's Moments

Ants Go Marching
The Rhea is an Animal
Rescuer
Alex

12/29/2007
12/29/2007

10:30 Zoboomafoo
10:55 The Woods

Buddies
Moose

12/29/2007

11:00 Lilly

Lilly and Robin Hood

12/29/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig

Bouncy Ball

12/29/2007

The Adventures of
11:30 Paddington Bear

Paddington in a Hole/
Paddington in the Galapagos/
Paddington Strikes a Bargain

12/29/2007

11:55 Minuscule

The Night Seed

12/29/2007

12:00 Babar

Land of Games

12/29/2007
12/29/2007

12:25 Tigga and Togga
12:30 Spellz

Dueling Conductors

Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
The thrill of machines and how they work.

CC
CC

C
C

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC

C

CC

E

C

C
Corduroy Bear and his best friend Lisa inhabit a bustling, vibrant city landscape full of
diverse people. They also have a world of their own making, where soap flakes become a
snowstorm and an escalator turns into a mountain.
CC
It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
CC
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Diego and his companion, Baby Jaguar, help animals in danger in the rainforest and
beyond.
CC
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
CC
CC
Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
CC

CC
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Jay Sankey and his teenage assistant Bridget reveal the secrets of magic to kids.
CC
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12/29/2007

12:45 Backyard Science

12/29/2007

13:00 Miss BG

12/29/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

12/29/2007

13:30 George Shrinks

12/29/2007

13:55 I Dare You

12/29/2007

14:00 Arthur

12/29/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

12/29/2007

14:30 Horseland

Easy, practical experiments and activities that take science out of the classroom and into
the real world.
BG promises George she'll help him make a snowman. But Brittany-Ann makes a bigger,
more impressive snowman. When BG is teamed up with Billy for a school project to
design an original snow sculpture, she is convinced he will bully her into doing it the way
Snow Day/ Snow Sculpture
HE wants.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
Dr. Know It All
helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
Snowman's Land
world.
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Francine Redecorates/ Arthur The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
the Loser
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
Short Order Cook
mathematical skills.
Four kids become best of friends as they learn about horsemanship in Horseland, a
Wild Horses
special place where the horses and stable animals talk Ð at least to each other!

12/29/2007

14:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/29/2007

15:00 SWAP-TV

Kite Racer and Organic
Farmer

12/29/2007

15:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Other Side

12/29/2007
12/29/2007
12/29/2007

15:30 The Saddle Club
15:55 The Bodies
16:00 Big Ideas

School Horse
Monster Control

12/29/2007

17:00

Portillo Goes Wild In Spain

12/29/2007

Allan Gregg in
18:00 Conversation

Gore Vidal

12/29/2007

18:30 Film 101

Hit or Miss?

12/29/2007

19:00 National Geographic

Big Easy Animal Rescue

Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
20:00 Movies
Saturday Night at the
21:30 Movies : The Interviews

The 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T
(1953)

12/29/2007
12/29/2007
12/29/2007

12/29/2007

Saturday Night at the
22:00 Movies
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E

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
Canadian kids from different backgrounds switch lives for a few days, taking on each
other's hobbies and chores. In the process they expand their knowledge and learn
something about the cultural and social diversity of Canada.
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Lisa, Carole and Stevie form the Saddle Club, vowing to remain horse crazy and to help
others.
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
With host Andrew Moodie.
Television journalist and former British MP Michael Portillo goes on a quest to find the
rich wildlife of the homeland his father fled during the Spanish Civil War.
CC
In the second volume of his memoirs, Point to Point Navigation, Gore Vidal (81), literary
lion, actor and outspoken critic of American politics, looks back on his remarkable life.
When the critics get it wrong. Looking at two films that were ignored and discarded by
critics and public alike at their original release only to discover respect and popularity
later: The Producers and The Cable Guy.
CC
New Orleans, after hurricane Katrina: Tens of thousands of pets are stranded...toxic
floodwaters are rising...and food is running out. It's a race against time as rescue teams
labour around the clock to try save them.
CC
Bart has a nightmare about a kingdom ruled by his fearsome piano teacher where
hundreds of small boys are forced to practise on the world's largest piano until they drop.
Starring Tommy Rettig and Hans Conried. Directed by Roy Rowland and based on a
story by Dr. Seuss.

Theme: Family Fantasy

The Adventures of Baron
Munchausen (1988)

CC

With the help of a little girl (Sarah Polley) and his henchman (Eric Idle), the imaginative
17th-century aristocrat (John Neville) quells a war, is swallowed by a sea monster, visits
the king of the moon (Robin Williams) and dances with Venus (Uma Thurman). Directed
by Terry Gilliam.
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12/30/2007

Saturday Night at the
0:05 Movies : The Interviews

12/30/2007

Saturday Night at the
0:30 Movies

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

Saturday Night at the
2:00 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
2:30 Movies : The Interviews
Saturday Night at the
2:55 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
3:25 Movies : The Interviews

R

Hit or Miss?

Two Broadway producers hit on a sure-fire way to make money: stage a show that's
bound to flop. Starring Zero Mostel and Gene Wilder. Directed by Mel Brooks.
When the critics get it wrong. Looking at two films that were ignored and discarded by
critics and public alike at their original release only to discover respect and popularity
later: The Producers and The Cable Guy.

Hit or Miss?

When the critics get it wrong. Looking at two films that were ignored and discarded by
critics and public alike at their original release only to discover respect and popularity
later: The Producers and The Cable Guy.

Hit or Miss?

When the critics get it wrong. Looking at two films that were ignored and discarded by
critics and public alike at their original release only to discover respect and popularity
later: The Producers and The Cable Guy.

The Producers (1968)

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

6:00 Polka Dot Shorts
6:10 Little Bear

The Ball That Got Broken
Baby Deer

12/30/2007

6:20 Grandpa's Garden

Tracks in the Snow

12/30/2007

6:25 Elliot Moose

12/30/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
6:50 World

7:00 Mustard Pancakes
7:30 Tommy Zoom
7:40 ToddWorld

12/30/2007

8:00 Bob the Builder

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

8:20 Tigga and Togga
8:25 Art Alive

12/30/2007

8:30 Zoboomafoo

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

9:00 Arthur
9:25 The Bodies

12/30/2007

9:30 The Upside Down Show

CC

CC

R
R

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

12/30/2007
12/30/2007
12/30/2007

PG

R

Saturday Night at the
3:50 Movies : Film 101
Saturday Night at the
4:20 Movies : The Interviews
5:00 Big Ideas

12/30/2007

CC

CC

Peep Deep in the Mud

With host Andrew Moodie.
Humpty and Dumpty accidently break Polkaroo's shiny new bouncy ball and try to keep it
a secret from him.
CC
CC
Children play, do chores and learn about plants and animals, the weather and other
fascinating subjects in their grandfather's growing garden.
CC
Elliot is an optimistic, energetic, awkward, curious and truly innocent 5-year-old stuffed
moose, who sets out with his best friend Socks the Monkey to explore and learn about his
world.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC

Copy Dog

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.

Stella's Bad Dream
Mr Ellis's Art Exhibition/ Bob's
Bucket/ First Aid Molly/
The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
Wendy's Bright Plan
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
Scuba Song
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Wrong Shape
Children demonstrate arts and crafts projects that come to life.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
Armour
respect the creatures we share the world with.
Blinky Barnes, Wingman/ To The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Beat or Not to Beat
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
Sunshine Days
This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Walking on the ceiling? No problem. Going backwards in slow motion? A cinch. From
their fantastical living room with more doors than walls. Shane and Dave hand an
imaginary remote control to kids at home so they can "control" the duo's motions,
exercisIng kids' imaginations and teaching them concepts such as horizontal and vertical,
Marching Band
humongous and minute.
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12/30/2007
12/30/2007
12/30/2007

9:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!
10:00 Charlie and Lola
10:10 Don't Sit Still

The Waterhole
My Best Best Bestest Friend
Move Your Body 2

12/30/2007

10:15 Bali

12/30/2007

10:30 Timothy Goes to School

Oh No, I'm Lost
On the Fritz/ Great Obstacle
Course

12/30/2007

The League of Super
10:55 Citizens

Optimism

12/30/2007

11:00 Babar

Land of Mysterious Water

12/30/2007

11:25 Peppa Pig
Mama Mirabelle's Home
11:30 Movies

12/30/2007

Frogs and Worms and
Butterflies

Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.
It's pouring rain on the day of the annual Superhero picnic. Atomic Guy and Professor
Atlas sit and pout. Not even Nifty Girl's suggestion of an indoor picnic can cheer them up.
By the time, Fly Girl arrives, the overall mood is completely glum. Luckily, she shows
them the difference a little optimism can make.
An animated series based on the bestselling children's books by Jean and Laurent de
Brunhoff about King Babar the elephant and his family.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
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Sam Spades of the Savannah

12/30/2007

11:40 Minuscule

Interior Cobwebs

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

11:50 The Koala Brothers
12:00 Word Girl

Plane Crazy Ned
Chuck!/ Down with Word Up

12/30/2007
12/30/2007
12/30/2007

12:25 TD Reading Rangers
12:30 A World of Wonders
12:45 Bottle Top Bill

Reading Rangers
Cheese Please!
A Good Deed Day

12/30/2007

12:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!

12/30/2007

13:00 Miss BG

Don't Believe a Word Albert
Says/ Dirty Papers

12/30/2007

13:25 TD Reading Rangers

The Mighty Period

12/30/2007

13:30 George Shrinks
Coach Shrinks
The Incredible Adventures
13:55 of Enviro Girl
The Three Rs

12/30/2007

Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
Charlie and Lola are brother and sister. This fun-filled animated series tells how they
handle the little issues that young children encounter every day.

12/30/2007

14:00 Lilly

Lilly and the Goldrush

12/30/2007

14:25 Tumbletown Tales

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

The Adventures of
14:30 Paddington Bear
14:55 The Bodies

Fiesta la Vista, Baby
Paddington Gets a Raise/
Bonhomme Paddington/
Everything Comes to Those
Who Wait
Brittle Bones

C
A combination of live footage and animation zooms in to the grassroots level to give
viewers a bug's eye view of insects' day-to-day existence.
From their isolated homestead in the Australian outback, the Koala brothers fly out on
daily patrol in their aeroplane, looking for anyone in need of help.
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Thanks to the help of an arcane book, a special amulet and her new-found witch powers,
Lilly can travel to places, time and myths she has only dreamed of. But magic is not all
abracadabra, especially when the bumbling dragon Hector interferes.
CC
The adventures of Tumbleweed always seem to require the little hamster to exercise his
mathematical skills.
CC

C

CC

C

A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
Impertinent and more than a little precocious, seven-year-old Miss BG (short for Big Girl)
speaks her mind and most of the time doesn't stop to think. She can be awfully sincere
and sometimes sincerely awful.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.

This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.

E

12/30/2007

15:00 Fun Food Frenzy

Fiesta

12/30/2007

15:30 CG Kids

Vancouver Island

12/30/2007
12/30/2007

16:00 TD Reading Rangers
16:00 Big Ideas

Bard of Docville

12/30/2007

17:00

Big Easy Animal Rescue

12/30/2007

18:00 Heads Up!
Reach for the Top
18:30 Nationals

What Are Shooting Stars?

This cooking show for kids features foods kids love to eat and will love even more to
make. Safety and health are ingredients in every recipe.
Discover Canada with Jennifer Raciot and Jamie Shannon. Each program includes
"Triviology," in which the hosts pose a question to viewers about the area they are
visiting; "Jay's Gee! Ology," which provides interesting facts about the environment and
landscape of the featured area; and "Fantastic Fact," giving one interesting fact that
makes the region unique.
A posse of word-wrangling Reading Rangers always saves the day with teamwork and a
helping hand.
With host Andrew Moodie.
New Orleans, after hurricane Katrina: Tens of thousands of pets are stranded...toxic
floodwaters are rising...and food is running out. It's a race against time as rescue teams
labour around the clock to try save them.
Rocks Ð mostly very small pebbles Ð fall from space every day, drifting our way from the
asteroid belt beyond Mars. But what happens when a large object, like a comet or
asteroid, strikes Earth? We visit a meteor crater and meet astronomers who are
searching the skies for other objects that could hit us in the future.

CC

E

Biking Myra Canyon

Coaxed by his brother Paul, Michael is finally taking time off from his 12-hour-a-day desk
job to bike along the historic Kettle Valley railway bed with other overworked city folk. The
group explores a region devastated by fire in 2003 and agree that the trip's highlight is
the beautifully-restored Myra Canyon trestles.
CC

E

12/30/2007

12/30/2007

19:00 Wild at Heart

12/30/2007

19:30 Wild at Heart

Horse Riding in the Rockies

12/30/2007

20:00 The Choir

3 of 3

12/30/2007

21:00

Persuasion

12/30/2007

22:10 The View From Here

Lovable

12/31/2007

0:00 Human Edge

A House Divided

12/31/2007

1:15 Masterworks

In Search of the Brontes:
Gone like a Dream 2 of 2

12/31/2007

Allan Gregg in
2:20 Conversation

Gore Vidal

12/31/2007

2:50 Film 101

Hit or Miss?

12/31/2007

3:20

Persuasion

Angela, a musician and single mom, and her 18-year-old son Matti, a "video game couch
potato," climb into the saddle along with other outdoor tenderfoots. The group make a
treacherous scramble up some scree slopes, but revel in the sight of a spectacular
mountain lake. Will Matti appreciate life without a screen in front of his face?
The kids design their own uniforms. Sme can't take the pressure. To help them bond,
Gareth takes the choir on a camping trip, with a sing-song round the campfire. After a
tear-jerking dress rehearsal for their parents, the choir jets off to the World Choir Games
in China.
Eight years ago, at the urging of family and friends, Anne Elliot rejected the love of
Frederick Wentworth, an impoverished young naval officer. Now the dashing Captain
Wentworth is back, impoverished no longer but courting another. Based on the novel by
Jane Austen.
Alan Zweig explores the searches for love, relationships and belonging, and all the things
that get in the way of finding them. The third in an autobiographical mirror trilogy (with
Vinyl and I, Curmudgeon).
In the first such commission since 1920, Belfast artist Noel Murphy was asked to paint a
portrait of all 103 members of the Northern Ireland Assembly - Republican and Loyalist,
Unionist and Nationalist.
Threatened by poverty and encouraged by the determined and ambitious Charlotte, the
three sisters turn to writing novels. Charlotte's Jane Eyre, Anne's Agnes Grey, and
Emily's Wuthering Heights cause a literary storm when they are published. But literary
success is accompanied by a string of tragic events, which leaves the Bronte family
desolate and broken.
In the second volume of his memoirs, Point to Point Navigation, Gore Vidal (81), literary
lion, actor and outspoken critic of American politics, looks back on his remarkable life.
When the critics get it wrong. Looking at two films that were ignored and discarded by
critics and public alike at their original release only to discover respect and popularity
later: The Producers and The Cable Guy.
Eight years ago, at the urging of family and friends, Anne Elliot rejected the love of
Frederick Wentworth, an impoverished young naval officer. Now the dashing Captain
Wentworth is back, impoverished no longer but courting another. Based on the novel by
Jane Austen.
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12/31/2007

Reach for the Top
4:30 Nationals
The Best of the Agenda
5:00 with Steve Paikin

12/31/2007
12/31/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
6:00 Siamese Cat
6:00 Gisele's Big Backyard

Dongwa the Sailor
O Canada

12/31/2007

6:20 Cotoons

A Spoonful of Honey

12/31/2007

6:25 Polkaroo's Awesome ABCs The Cool Letter C

12/31/2007
12/31/2007

6:30 Timothy Goes to School
The Big Backyard Book
6:45 Club

12/31/2007
12/31/2007
12/31/2007

7:00 Arthur
7:30 Word World
7:45 Ellen's Acres

12/31/2007

7:55 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

12/31/2007

Full of Beans

Hide and Snake/ Muffy's New The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Best Friend
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Duck's Family Reunion
CC
Mr. Healey
CC
Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
The Voice
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.

12/31/2007

8:00 Hi-5

12/31/2007
12/31/2007

8:25 I Dare You
8:30 The Wonder Pets

12/31/2007

8:45 Dive, Olly, Dive

Hide and Seaweed

12/31/2007

8:55 Tigga and Togga

Dueling Sundaes

12/31/2007

9:00 Dora the Explorer

Boots to the Rescue

12/31/2007

9:25 Peppa Pig

The Sleepy Princess

12/31/2007

9:30 Little Princess

I Want My New Shoes

12/31/2007

Sagwa: The Chinese
9:40 Siamese Cat

The Tortoise and the Cat

12/31/2007

9:55 Animal Alphabet

Chameleon

12/31/2007
12/31/2007
12/31/2007
12/31/2007

10:00 Zoboomafoo
10:25 The Woods
Mama Mirabelle's Home
10:30 Movies
10:45 Word World

Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
CC
CC
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
CC
Polkaroo and Marigold have a brand new alphabet song to brings the alphabet to life for
young kids.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
kindergarten.
CC

Jouneys: Animals

World of Legs
Seal
Savannah Kwanza
Waterlogged

In this live-action series for preschoolers, five talented, all-singing, all-dancing performers
and their puppet friends Chatterbox and Jup Jup encourage kids to get up and move. Hi5 is a voyage of discovery exploring language, music, visual concepts, and social skills. CC
Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.
Seven-year-old Dora uses her knowledge of Spanish to communicate with her friends
and overcome obstacles. In each episode Dora teaches viewers a Spanish word or
phrase and then asks them to use it to help solve a problem.
Peppa is a lovable, cheeky little piggy who lives with her little brother, Mummy and Daddy
Pig. Peppa's favourite things include playing games, dressing up, days out and jumping
in muddy puddles.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
Sagwa lives in the Foolish Magistrate's Palace in the time of an ancient Chinese dynasty.
The adventurous and curious young cat explores and expands her world from her
comfortable family home to the village and fields beyond.
Each letter pf the alphabet is brought to life through song and film of an animal
representing that letter. Animal Alphabet is a fun way for children to learn their ABCs and
also discover various animals and their behaviour.
The Kratt brothers mix formats in a fun and energetic show that empowers kids to learn
about the world around them by showing them how to make friends with animals and
respect the creatures we share the world with.
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12/31/2007

10:55 I Dare You

12/31/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
11:00 World

Chirp Builds a Nest/ Stuck
Duck

12/31/2007

11:25 Tigga and Togga

Dishwashing Ditty

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
CC
A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Taj Mahal.
CC
Tigga and Togga live in a world where every object has a sound and every creature has a
song. They take kids on a journey of exploration and creativity by sharing the melodies,
harmonies, rhythms and pitches that makes their world go round.

Marching Band

Fun-loving puppet Jack enjoys nothing more than hanging out in his backyard clubhouse
making music with his best friend Mary and his drum-playing dog Mel. The gang Ð and
their human guests Ð love discovering music in unexpected places.
CC

C

Preschool children discover the wonderful world of number with Polkaroo.

C

12/31/2007
12/31/2007

11:30 Jack's Big Music Show
Polkaroo's Number
11:55 Wonders

12/31/2007
12/31/2007

12:00 Bob the Builder
12:25 Mighty Machines

12/31/2007

12:30 Arthur

12/31/2007

12:55 This Is Daniel Cook

12/31/2007

The Adventures of
13:00 Paddington Bear

Number 12
Mr Ellis's Art Exhibition/ Bob's
Bucket/ First Aid Molly/
Wendy's Bright Plan
The Logging Truck
Blizzard/ Rat Who Came to
Dinner

Learning about Ponds
Paddington at the Wheel/
Howdy Paddington/
Paddington Goes Shopping

12/31/2007

13:25 Yoko! Jakamoko! Toto!

The Beetle

12/31/2007

13:30 Timothy Goes to School
Rupert Bear: Follow the
13:45 Magic

Paint by Numbers

12/31/2007

14:00 Mustard Pancakes
14:25 The Farm

The Cake Incident
Parrot

12/31/2007

14:30 Bali

Look at That and That and
That

12/31/2007

14:45 Cotoons
The Big Backyard Book
14:50 Club

12/31/2007

12/31/2007

Peep and the Big Wide
15:00 World

12/31/2007

15:25 Thomas the Tank Engine

12/31/2007

15:30 Timothy Goes to School

The adventures of an ever-friendly, helpful builder and his crew of fun-loving machines as
they work together, solve problems, and build friendships.
CC
The thrill of machines and how they work.
CC
The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC
Six-year-old Daniel Cook explores, learns and creates with everyone from chocolate
makers to world champion figure skaters, from firefighters to award-winning writers.

Simple, humorous tales of teamwork and friendship with a look and sound inspired by
traditional Spanish, Latin American and African art and music.
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Kindergarten.

Rupert's Treasure Hunt

12/31/2007
12/31/2007

I Got the Beat

CC

Each day Courtney Campbell and her family of puppets offer a slice of everyday life Ð
from problems to celebrations and everything in between Ð in a warm, friendly and cozy
place where children enjoy hanging out, singing songs and hearing stories.
Four-year-old Riley tells the stories of animals at the farm.
Bali is a true city dweller, in tune with the concerns and daily challenges faced by todays
young children. Every day is an adventure as Bali discovers the world and makes new
friends.
The Cotoons are happy-go-lucky, amazingly curious creatures who can leap[ through a
magic portal into our world to investigate any and all predicaments. Where do eggs come
from? And honey? What is rhythm? How do flowers grow? And what do I do when I have
no friends to play with?
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A funny, engaging series that celebrates being curious and adventurous. In live-action
segments, real kids in their own big wide world play and experiment with the concepts the
Newton's Big Adventure/ Peep newly hatched Peep explores. Narrated by Joan Cusack with a theme song performed by
Crosses the Road
Taj Mahal.
CC
Thomas is a cheeky, fussy little engine. He often gets into trouble by being over-eager to
do things best left to bigger and more sensible engines. But clouds never last long in
Thomas's life and he's soon bustling about again, playing his part in the yard and on his
Grand Opening
very own branch line.
CC
An animated series about a little raccoon and his adventures with friends at Hilltop
Full of Beans
kindergarten.
CC

G

C
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12/31/2007

15:45 I Dare You

12/31/2007
12/31/2007
12/31/2007

15:45 Little Princess
16:00 Word World
16:10 The Bodies

I Want to Go to the Fair
Dog Wants to Play Ball
Brittle Bones

12/31/2007

16:15 Dive, Olly, Dive

Squid Squirt

12/31/2007

16:30 Clifford the Big Red Dog

Circus Stars/ Limelight Fright

12/31/2007
12/31/2007

16:55 I'm an Animal
17:00 Ellen's Acres

Skunk
Swamped

Daniel Cook playfully dares viewers to join him in three fun physical movements. Each
action builds on the previous one, leading up to the triple-dare fitness finale.
Even with an entire kingdom at her beck and call, a little royal must learn the importance
of getting along with others and of caring and sharing.
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Miss BG (short for Big Girl) sees it as her mission to teach her young brother George the
ways of the world Ð from her unique point of view. They share many heartfelt and comical
lessons in life with family and friends along the way.
CC

C

C

This series of short clips focuses on healthy eating and an active lifestyle for kids.
Olly, a little research-submarine in training, discovers and develops his potential by
exploring the amazing world that lies beneath the surface of the ocean.

An animated series featuring animals who talk about who they are and what they do.

12/31/2007

17:15 Miss BG

Alex's Glasses

12/31/2007

17:30 Arthur

Baby Kate and the Imaginary The trials and tribulations of an eight-year old aardvark, his persistent sister DW, his best
Mystery/ Strangers on a Train friend Buster the Rabbit, and a lovable cast of sidekicks and schoolmates.
CC

12/31/2007
12/31/2007

17:55 Wazooo! What a Zoo!
18:00 Fetch! with Ruff Ruffman

12/31/2007

18:30 George Shrinks

Journey to the Centre of the
Garden

12/31/2007

19:00 The Museum

Taking Care of the Past

12/31/2007

19:30 The Museum
The Best of the Agenda
20:00 with Steve Paikin

Bodies of Knowledge

12/31/2007

12/31/2007

21:00 Midsomer Murders

12/31/2007

22:00 Monarchy
The Best of the Agenda
23:00 with Steve Paikin

12/31/2007

01/01/2008

0:00 Midsomer Murders

01/01/2008

1:00 Monarchy

01/01/2008

2:00 The Museum

It's a zoo out there. At least that's how it seems to the fun-loving Wazooos, aliens who
discover the planet Earth and all its inhabitants. Simple and straightforward explanations
of everything from the ins and outs of an earthworm-gathering contest to how
automobiles work help children and the Wazooos gain an understanding of this world.
CC
CC
George is a teeny tiny boy compared to the rest of the world, most especially his own
family. George's dad is a musician and inventor and his mom is an artist. George has all
kinds of neat gadgets he's made to get around and do all the things we do in a BIG BIG
world.
CC
A behind-the-scenes look at the British MuseumÕs busy conservors as they treat a
Roman corroded bronze sculpture of a youth, affectionately known as Charlie and restore
ancient Egyptian wall paintings from the tomb of Nebamun.
The Lindow Man, preserved in a bog. Sudanese sacrifice victims. Egyptian mummies.
Just a few of 8,000 body parts held at the British Museum. But attitudes are changing.
Two young Tasmanian aboriginals reclaim the remains of their ancestors that have been
in the museum's collection for 125 years.

When what first appears to have been an accident is revealed to be murder, Barnaby and
Ghosts of Christmas Past 2 of Scott discover that they must first unravel what really happened in the past in order to
2
resolve the present.
CC
In 1714, an obscure German prince was crowned King George I. A new political
relationship with parliament and a new role, that of prime minister, helped establish the
political pattern we know today.When the relationship broke down between George III
Empire
and William Pitt the elder, things started to go badly wrong.
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When what first appears to have been an accident is revealed to be murder, Barnaby and
Ghosts of Christmas Past 2 of Scott discover that they must first unravel what really happened in the past in order to
2
resolve the present.
CC
In 1714, an obscure German prince was crowned King George I. A new political
relationship with parliament and a new role, that of prime minister, helped establish the
political pattern we know today.When the relationship broke down between George III
Empire
and William Pitt the elder, things started to go badly wrong.
A behind-the-scenes look at the British MuseumÕs busy conservators as they treat a
Roman corroded bronze sculpture of a youth, affectionately known as Charlie and restore
Taking Care of the Past
ancient Egyptian wall paintings from the tomb of Nebamun.
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01/01/2008

2:30 The Museum

Bodies of Knowledge

01/01/2008

3:00 Rosemary and Thyme

Up the Garden Path

01/01/2008

4:00 Rosemary and Thyme

Agua Cadaver

The Lindow Man, preserved in a bog. Sudanese sacrifice victims. Egyptian mummies.
Just a few of 8,000 body parts held at the British Museum. But attitudes are changing.
Two young Tasmanian aboriginals reclaim the remains of their ancestors that have been
in the museum's collection for 125 years.
In the village of Rowfield, the Garden Open Day is the highlight of the social calendar. But
Rosemary and Laura are called in by the organizer to save the day when the gardens of
the main contestants are all afflicted with the same blight. Events take a darker turn when
the organizer's rival is found dead and his garden wrecked.
CC
A former boyfriend of Rosemary's invites her and Laura, to help create an Arabic garden
at his home in southern Spain. But one of the local residents is found dead, and a
mysterious landowner, Luis Mendes, is the chief suspect.
CC
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